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County Elementary
Schools Undergoing
Evaluation Scrutiny
The three new elementary
schools of Calloway County —
East, North, and Southwest —
are being evaluated today and
Friday for accreditation by the
Kentucky State Department of
to
Education, according
Superintendent William Miller.
An evaluating team composed of Bill Davis, general
supervisor for the division of
Supervision, Accreditation,
Organization, responsible for
the Educational Development
Districts 5, 6, and 8; Conley
Manning, director, Division of
Program Development; H. M.
Watkins, general supervisor for
the Division of Supervision,
Organization,
Accreditation,
responsible for the Educational
Development Districts 3 and 4;
Joe McPherson, general
supervisor for the Division of
Supervision, Accreditation,
Organization, responsible for
the Educational Development
Districts 15 and 16; Wilma
McGarey, consultant for School
Library Services for the

Division of Instructional Media;
Pat West, Jr.,supervisor for the
Division of Supervision, Accreditation, Organization with
state-wide responsibilities, and
James West, director of
Educational
Development
District, Purchase Area,
Region I, will be in Calloway
County for two days making the
evaluation.
The team will look at the
elementary program in terms
of the standards contained in
the Kentucky State Plan for
Accreditating elementary
school.s. All phases of the school
will be evaluated by the visiting
team.
The team members will use
three phases in their reporting.
The first will identify the
strengths of the program, the
second will identify weaknesses
in all areasof concern,-and the
third phase will be in the form of
recommendations for the
district's consideration in
eliminating weaknesses and
building a stronger educational

opportunity for all youngsters in
the school.
The first report from the
visiting team will be returned to
the Board of Education's office
in approximately thirty days. It
will be the responsibility of
Eulane Burkeen, general
supervisor for the Kentucky
State Department, Region I, to
use the date gathered by this
visiting team and other information obtained by him to
make recommendations to the
State Board of Education at its
May meeting concerning the
accreditation rating. Burkeen is
ill-and will not be able to make-------.
the visit with the team.
The highest rating heretofore-obtained by the elementary
schools prior to the new school
building construction was a
''basic" rating which was
determined primarily by the
number of qualified teachers
and-or a full-time principal. It is
hoped that the new schools will
be rated "high standard" or
"superior" by the evaluating
team, Miller said.

Carroll Stops Chairlift Funds

EMI

...06
RIGORS OF REGISTRATION—Although progress was sometimes slow, this
line of Murray State students has approached the most painful portion of the
traditional semester-opening registration process as the students prepare to
have fees totaled. From there on, its the worry of the new classes to plague

the scholars. Graduate students, seniors, and special groups began the
Student Union Building procedure at 8 a.m. today. Registration will continue
through Saturday when freshmen grab the few remaining courses.
(Staff Photo by Dave Celay4

were not paid, he would seek a
court order for the money.
Gov. Julian Carroll said
Wednesday that he had stopped
payment of the money to Music.
At a news conference the new
governor also indicated he
would if necessary try to reMetal Workers Union against
move any county judge who
five railroads: the Union Paciffails to enforce the new highic, the Missouri Pacific, the
way weight limits.
Texas Pacific, the Baltimore &
The remarks on both subjects
Ohio and the. Seaboard Coast
Wednesday were among the
Line.
most controversial so far by
—If bankruptcy petitions conCarroll, who took office less
tinue at the current rate, there
than two weeks ago after Gov.
will be a record 231,669 such reWendell Ford went to the U. S.
quests in the current fiscal
Senate.
year ending June 30, according
Franklin Circuit Court
to the administrative office of
recently approved an agreethe United States Courts.
ment under which the Ford ad—Chrysler Corp. Chairman
ministration would reimburse
Kilmer said he would hand Music for his loss in starting to
Lynn Townsend called for an
immediate tax cut, saying deliver a copy of Meig's ruling build the chairlift—the project
"drastic action must be taken to Scent today and demand that was canceled after an outcry
to restore consumer con- Music be paid immediately.
from environmentalists.
Kilmer said that if Music
fidence."
Asked if he had _plans to stop
payment, Carroll replied:
sire do. I've already-,stopped
its"•
He noted that no evidence
had been taken in the court
matter, and said he is asking

Tax Cut For Low And Middle Income Persons
Expected To Come To House Vote By March
WASHINGTON(AP)— A tax
cut principally for low and
middle income persons will be
pushed to a House vote if possible by early March, the chairman-designate of the House
Ways and Means Committee
said today.
Rep. Al Ullman, 1)-Ore., who
-Witi-llife-To head the tax-ivriting committee, told newsmen
he will press for a one-year
emergency tax measure "to put
revenues back into the spending stream" and so. boost the
economy.
Longer range changes in the
tax laws would be considered
later, Ullman said, but some
revenue-increasing measures,
such as ending the oil depletion
allowance, might be included in
the'emergency package.
Ullman said he would also
probably propose some corpotate. tax relief, such as an in&ease in the investment credit.
Under existing law, most businesses can take 7 per cent of

their investment in equipment their separate antirecession
off their tax bill.
programs as pessimistic ecoUllman said he cannot now nomic reports continued unaindicate the extent 'of the tax bated.
cut or the amount that would
Members of a 10-Democrat
be saved by an individual. House task force, named by
Much will depend, he indicated, Speaker Carl Albert to draft an
on whether some revenue-rais- economic recovery program,
ing measures will be included returned to work behind closed
in the package or whether doors today. The task force is
these will have to wait for developing recommendations
more leisurely consideration,
including a tax cut for delivery
He said, however, that the in- to Albert next week.
dieidual tax relief would be diWithout disclosing what
rected mainly to the lowest in- Ford's proposals May include,
comes and taper off as middle White House Press Secretary
incomes were re,acbed.
Ron Nessen quoted Ford as
"There is no reason to give telling the Cabinet Wednesday:
tax relief to people who would "Ours is a good program. It is
put the money in the bank," tough. It is fully defendable. It
1...111man said.
will give us the restoration of
As for the dimensions of the confidence that is essential for
cut, he would say ,only that he recovery."
had previously described $5 bilNessen quoted Chairman
lion as too little and $30 billion Alan Greenspan of the Council
as too much.
of Economic Advisers as telling
Meanwhile, President Ford the Cabinet Wednesday that the
and the House Democratic jobless rate won't decline until
leadership neared completion Of next year.
Ford's program, which may
be announced as early as next
week, also reportedly includes
a tax cut of undetermined magDecreasing cloudiness and cold- nitude.
There were these other ecoer Sunday and Monday. Lows
developments
'In the mid 40s Saturday, drop- nomic news
record 813,ping to the upper teens by Mon- Wednesday: —A
new claims for
day. Highs Saturday in the up- 600 persons filed
beneper 50s, dropping by Monday to unemployment insurance
fits in the week ending Dec. 28,
the mid 30s.

Cloudy and Mild
Mostly cloudy and mild with
rain likely tonight and Friday.
- Low tonight in the low to mid
40s, high Friday in the mid 50s
to near 60.
Chance of showers Saturday

a

it

A

expenses for instructors;
library development, promotion
and publicity; scholarships for
career real estate students;
seminar and other educational
programs for licensed realtors;
Campus.
other
expenditures
Dr. John Lindauer, dean of and
the College of Busineis— and necessary to promote the
Public Affairs, was notified of academic real estate program.
Ten academic courses
the grant award made possible
by the Real Estate Education, relating to real estate are ofResearch and Recovery 'Fund fered in the curriculum of the
created by the 1972 Kentucky Department of Accounting and
Finance at Murray State. Dr.
General Assembly.
A letter to Lindauer from two Williath J.'Gratty, department
commission ,officials, Nat chairman, said the program
Sanders, education counselor, provides the complete series of
and George L. Cave, chairman, real estate classes developed by
specified six ways in which the the commission.
Three real estate classes are
real estate grant money may be
in the spring semester. chits
used:
Supplemental salaries or schedule—two in the evenings

Murray State University has
been awarded a $1,500 grant by
the Kentucky State Real Estate
Commission to be used in the
real estate program on the

and one during the regular
daytime schedule. They are:
Tuesdays—Finance 134, Real
Estate Marketing,from 6 to 9 p.
m. in Room 104 of the Business
Building.
Thursdays—Finance 226,
Real Estate Financing, from 6
to 9 p. m. in Room 104 of the
Bu.kiness Building.
Tuesdays and Thursdays—
Finance 132, Boole Real Estate,
8 to 9:15 a. m. in Room 3(37 of the
Business Building.
Regular registration for The
spring semester is 8 a. m. to 4 p.
m. Thursday and Friday, Jan.
9-10, in the Waterfield Student
Building,
and
Union
registration for evening and
m.
to
Saturday classes is 8 a.,
noon Saturday, Jan. 11.

the highest one-week total since
the program started paying
benefits in 1937 during the final
years of the Depression, the
Labor Department said. New
claims filed last month reached
more than 2.8 million nationwide.
—The 60,000-member... Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers
International Union said a
strike would be called against
the nation's oil companies unless agreement on new contracts for 430 local bargaining
units is reached.
—Strikes beginning Jan. 24
were threatened by the Sheet

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An attorney for Ed Music of
Prestonsburg said today that if
the state does not pay Music
$127,000 for expenses connected
with an aborted chairlift at
Cumberland Falls State Park,
Music will go to court to collect
the money.
In a letter to William E.
Scent, commissioner of finance,
attorney C. Kilmer Combs of
Pikeville said Franklin Circuit
Judge Henry Meigs had ordered the money settlement
Dec. 23, 1974 after extensive arguments.
Combs said Kentucky law requires that when a final judgment is given to the Department of Finance, it must be
paid.

Hubbard Announces
Staff Appointment
WASHINGTON
Congressman-elect Carroll
Hubbard of Mayfield, Ky.,
announced the appointment of
Robert B. Fearing of Ashland to
his staff in Washington. Fearing
has been serving on Capitol Hill
for some 20 years.
He began his work in June of
1953, serving with former
Kentucky Sen. John Sherman
Cooper, and later served under
California 'Seri. Thomas H.
Kuchel for 13 years.
Fearing worked in the office
of Marlow Cook, also of Kentucky, prior to his defeat in the
November election by Wendell
Ford. Hubbard's aide is a
% history "buff" and is known
'here for his knowledge of the
Capitol Building history and for
.. tours he conducts periodically.
He is the son of Mrs. L. S.
Fearing of Ashland anti_ a
graduate
of
Marshall'
University.
"I am very pleased to have a
Kentuckian with such experience here in Washington on
my staff," Hubbard corn"Also Invite my
constituents to contact me in
my new office here if I can be of
SMILE—One of these three ladies will capture your likeness forever under a new system for help to them. The address is 423
Kentucky drivers' licenses. Color photographs, taken while you wait, will be a new feature of Cannon House Office Building,
driver's licenses. From left, Frano es Shea, Debbie Irwin, and lanice McClard are workers in the Washington, D. C. 20515, and my
telephone number is 202-225Circuit Court Clerk's office
(Siatl Photo bv David Hal) 3115."

legal experts to tell him how to
proceed.
"If I can find any way to stop
payment I will, and I will not
pay unlikt the court( orders me
to," the governor said.
He said he wants to make
certain the state is required by
law to reimburse Music, a
friend of the previous administration.
However, Carroll rejected the
recent suggestion by Sen. Tom
Ward,1)-Versailles, that former
parks commissioner Ewart
Johnson be 'made to pay the
$127,000. He said only a serious
breach of office would justify
such action.
Thus, the chairlift issue is in
the air again. Carroll said he
may ask the Franklin Court to
review the judgement approval
to determine if it is in the public interest.
The implied threat against
county judges reluctant to enforce overweight laws came
after the governor read a statement saying he hopes the new
regulation will resolve Kentucky's problems.
The previous administration
made state limits on major
roads identical to that allowed
under a new federal law, which
(See Carroll, Page 8(
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An average price of 867.16
was reported on the Murray
tobacco markets for the aircured sale here Wednesday:
according to local tobacco
market reporter David Hill.
Leaf weighing 16,434 pounds
was sold en the three floors, for
a total of 811,036.84.
The sale brings the ...eaaon
totals to 106,098 pounds of,the
type 35 tobacco, sold' for
868,284.29, for an average price
of $64.36 per hundredweight.
The dark-fired tobacco sale will
begin Monday, January 13, on
the local markets.
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Engagement Announced

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

‘15\'

Shower Planned For Fike
Family At Oaks Club

FOR FRIDAY JANUARY 10,1975
Gains will come easier if you
Look in the section in which
think in terms of the future as
your birthday comes and find
you act now. Prepare to
what your outlook is, according
cooperate, give your best and
to the stars.
returns will be longer lasting,
ARIES '
more secure.
4
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gY844Exercise your keen mental SAGITTARIUS
-44;
4
faculties. Some indicated op- ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 2
Marcy top-notch ideas can
portunities may be missed if
you are too hasty or too germinate while you are
changeable. Set a thoughtful moving at top speed, yet it will
be wisest now to slow down
'
determined ;race.
enough to insure against errors,
TAURUS
.
a
prevent fatigue.
(Apr. 2110 May 21) thf
Watch for signs of indolence. CAPRICORN
carelessness, anything that ( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) V
slows down progress. These
If you have any doubt about
inclinations are possible now, projects, reconsider them, but
and it's up to you to curb them. subdue unreasonable fears,
GEMINI
hesitation. Give a thought to
( May 22 to June 21)
earlier successful moves,
You are mostly on your own to procedures. They could guide
manipulate this day in the you now.
clever way Geminians can. Get
a brisk start, and maintain the AQUARIUS
pace that permits occasional I Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't lose patience with
reviewing to avoid pitfalls.
Miss Molly Watson
slower, even aggravating
CANCER
persons — it will only upset you,
an- (June 22 to July 73 )
Mr. and Mrs. W. Edward Watson of Murray Route Seven
Airman First - Good planetary influences may result in fruitless disputes.
nounce the engagement of their daughter, Molly, to
encourage, vigorous action and Also, avoid pessimists and
tharlesSanders,
---rfass Craig E. Sanders,son of Mr. and Mrs.
plans made for the good of all. troublemakers.
„ North Nineteenth Street, Murray.
ou may have the opportunity
Sc-1.0.4----Y
of
High
Murray
PISCES
The bride-elect will be a 1975 graduate
to capitalize on a unique talent.
•
University.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
ind is also a student at Murray State
LEO
is
School,
High
Murray
Influences urge steadiness, a
of
.
The groom-elect, a 1974 graduate
Aug. 231 /241-101.1
2410
July
Illinois.
calm demeanor, waiting until
stationed with the Air Force at Chanute Air Force Base,
Your Sun, one of the very few
the time is ripe for certain
A spring aedding is being planned.
well-positioned planets, enmoves which should NOT be
courages your aspirations.. But
taken yet.
don't go overboard in demandS7
Tact!
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
161
VIRGO
Capricornian, are an energetic
DRIVE
)(
5
1
231
Sept.
to
24
(Aug.
-71
57/1-Plif
IN
individual, bent
You also have favorable in- and determined
The Executive Board of the
on making a success of himself
hard
0 en 6 45-Start 7 15
skill,
Through
fluences.
Church Women United will
are alert to
work, holding conferences, at any cost. You
Meet Friday, January 10, at ten
cooperating for seize any opportunity which
and
organizing
•Fri.-Sat.-Sun.•
W.
way and even if, at
a. m. at the home of Mrs.
the total good, you can make comes your
times, success seems to elude
Edd Glover, North Fourteenth advances.
you, you keep on plodding until
Street, Murray.
LIBRA
Plans for the observances of (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23, Arl you reach the high plateaus
With your
May
World Day of Prayer,
Good stellar influences you've aimed for.
Fellowship Day, and World stimulate efforts and at- versatility, many fields are
Community Day will be tainment through higher-type open to you, career-wise, but
be happiest
discussed
thinking. Check possibilities for you would probably
in the worlds of science,
Women from all churches in making sound investments.
literature, the law, banking or
Murray and Calloway County SCORPIO
Either music or
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 rilo-V. real estate.
are urged to attend.
prove
could
literature
stimulating avocations. Traits
to curb: secretiveness and
Minnens Murray Open
undue suspicion of associates.
Birthdate of: Ethan Allen,
Nights and Sundays
American Rev. War officer; Sal
Mineo, screen aCtor; Gypsy
Rose Lee, entertainer.
MURRAY: Bel Air Center
PADUCAH: Downtown L Crossroads

n

A household shower will be ( Della) Boggess, and Mrs.
given in honor of Bobby and Thomas (Virginia) Jones.
Dorothy Fake whose home on
The contents of the home
Sycamore burned last week.
were completely destroyed by.
All friends of the couple and the fire. Anyone not able to
their family who are members attend may leave their gift at
of the Oaks Country. Club are the home of any hostess before
tuned.to. attend the showerto_ the. shower..
be held Monday, January 13, at
Mrs. Donna Garland, right, has been chosen by Tau Phi seven p.m, at the Oaks Country
Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the World as Ideal Sorority Club.
Sister for 1974 and was presented with an engraved plaque by last
Hostesses for the event will be
year's winner, Mrs. Jean Richerson. This award is given for
Billy Dan (Jennifer)
dedicated service to the sorority and the community and the Mrs.
Crouse, Mrs. Bill ( Mary
VISIT IN MICHIGAN
person is chosen by secret vote among the sorority members.
Mrs. Dale (Vicki)
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Parker of
The honored member has been active on many committees Bogard,
(Jeanie)
Mike
Mrs.
Nance,
Murray Route Three have
such as chairman of the Little Miss Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Jimmy (Carita
returned to their home after
Contest, head of the Ways and Means Committee,Consular for the Morgan,
Berlene)
(
Delmer
Mrs.
Lamb,
the
Chrittnias
spending
Rangers and Rangerettes, and Watchman of the sorotiy.
)
(Laura
P.
J.
Mrs.
Brewer,
Murray
She is married to Jimmy R. Garland and they reside on
holidays with their daughter
(Sue)
Buddy
Joe
Mrs.
Parker,
and
twelve,
age
Route Eight with their two children, Rhonda,
and family, Mrs. R. C. Snell.
Susie Wells,
David, age eight. She is a housewife and is now serving as vice- McDougal, Mrs.
Jr., Mr. Snell, and children
Mrs.
Lawson,
Mary)
(
Ted
Mrs.
and
Rangers
the
president of the sorority and consular for
John Chuck and Jennifer Anne
Jerry
Mrs.
Rose,
(Doris)
Allen
Methodist
United
Rangerettes. She is a member of the Coldwater
of Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Mrs. Mickey
Hopkins,
(Girmy)
Church.

PERSONALS

Vernonlias Gone Crazy!
All Leather Uppers

Women
URRATchUrch
Pion Meeting

fr-Approximately 40 styles ...Guaranteed 1st Quality

Not 1 for 1 - Not Half Price
But

•All Sales fined •No Reloads •Ixelionge Vries Only

Mel Brooks'

We're over stocked on Leather Coats-No Reasonable Price Refused

"Blazing
Saddles"(R

'
aIY ClearanceSale

I Group Men's

1 Group Ladies' Length

Leather Coats

Leather Coats
179"

7999

ASS? Colors

Includes Suede & Smooth Leather
Reg. 150.00-169.99

1 Grasp Mess ReversIble

Leather Coats

Reg. 109.00-49.99

Smooth Leather-suede

Reg 145.00_61.99
Reg 220

oo-84.99

Reg. to $123.00

Zip out lining

14ow $5999

171wfvYtilii"jf•

MAYFIELD: On The Square
Plaza
tAcKENZIE, TENN: Shopping

Suburban Club
Has Dinner At
Wilson Home

Further Reductions)

Entire Stock

*Wools
*fake fun
*Solidi
sPleido
*ham and Kisses Sizes

Winter Coats

21 Tos62
Reg.'38 to '88

New Sill/meet
Hooded Boot Coat
(al Urnackedi

Fall and
Holiday

master charge
......

Pant Coats-Boot Coats
Regular Lengths
Entire Stock

1 Group Mans
Weston,

__Slacks

Jeans

- --% Off

Buy 1 Pair Get
2 Pair Free

1 Group Men's
Dress

Ladies

Jeans
Reg
,13 50

Reg.
14.00

$675

The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
Saturday, January 11, at 1:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs. John
A. Nance.
Mrs. Paul Hale of Hopkinsville, state regent of the DAR,
will be the guest speaker.
The regent, Mrs. John J.
1 ivesay, urges all members to

Rootlets

Price
BARKAMERIC480

Pants lockets-Skirts Yests•Sweoters.Junior & Misses Sizes

1 Group Mee's

Shirts

Shirts

Reg.
$14.00

$6°° •••

ladies Double Knit
Boll Bottoon

1 Greve lithos
Dovish /Oil

Jeans

Jeans

$1050

R2.9
.
100

Reg.
17.50

1 Group Ladies

1 Group ladies

Blouses

Blouses

Blouses

700

Rog.
450

9.0 1

Sr 11111.

Blouses
Reg.
13.00

65°
Monts & boys
Long Sleeve

Sweat Shirts

575

11.50

Reg.
10.00

1 Group teas

$875

1 Group Girls

Prices
Slashed
Throughout
Store!!

611.4

3°° 4.,

1 Group Boys
All loather Upper

1 Group Boys
All Loather Upper

Dingo Boots

Dingo Boots

5°°

attend

Chuclio Brood, Mem
All Leather

Dress Slippers
R,, k,,j Cl,.,. Iheatres

1 Group Mons

DAR Chapter To
Meet Saturday

loot Dienes

Sportswear

2
1
Y3 To/

The Suburban Homemakers
Club met on Saturday,
Deeember 21, at six p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Jack Wilson.
Miller Avenue. for the annual
potluck holiday dinner.
Nine members and their
husbands were present for the
delicious meal served in the
beautifully decorated home.
The next meeting will be held
Monday, January 13, at seven
p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Holmes Dunn, 212 South 12th
Street.

GIP* L

Dingo Boots

•THRU WED*

753 3511

Nrv&nte,city stylejury,and e
Asst Colors

TICIIPS001011 A AV nos.

es)

Late Show Fri.-Sat. 11:40 P. M.
"Young Secretaries"(X)
Only 18 or over

admitted

SOON."Airport 75"(PG)
Gun"(PG)
the Man With The Golden

1

20,9:10+ 2:30Stent

1 •e"• VAg..
;
*(4
;
;;
;
;
e.;

Turquois Rings
Come Out 8 See Them:

Vernon's Inc.

Kidshow Sat., 2:30 lit 4:00
"Alakazam The Great"
'Animated Cartoon re,iltire•
Al) Seat% 75'

_ 1elk_$11.99

Boots 8 Shoes For Every Activity Under The Sun

"

94 Daily

Olympic Plaza •

14:010Sun.

Hwy.641 North
5
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Down Concord Way----

Many Reunions Held During Holidays At Homes In Area
iDean --/achb*By Abigail Van Buren

ad Mrs.
ries,

he home
.royed by
: able to
jr gift at
as before_

Is

.IGAN
Parker of
ree have
ome after
ThriStmas
daughter
. C. Snell,
children
lifer Anne
Mich,

Hubby's ex-wife now
her sister-in-law
DEAR ABBY: My husband's ex wile and I (his present
wife) are the best of friends. I had nothing to do with their
divorce. In fact. I never even met Ray until they were
divorced. People find this hard to believe. They seem to
think that whenever there's a divorce, there's got to be
someone waiting in the wings.
Ray never hated his ex-wife, and she rieVei ttiCeaThey just decided after five years that they couldn't make a
go of their marriage, so they called it quits. (No children
involved.)
After I married Ray, I met his "ex•• and: we became
friends. Nly brother (who's a naval officer) came to town.
and I introduced Ray's "ex" to my brother, and wouldn't
you know, it was love at first sight! They were married New
Year's Day in our home. and Ray and I stood up for them. _
Everybody thinks .we're the craziest people in TOWIll—
because we didn't let divorce make us bitter and backbiting.
Please print this to let people know that just because two
people are divorced doesn't mean they have to hate each
other.
•
LOVE AND LET LOVE
DEAR LOVE: Lovely! It's not every man who's lucky
enough to marry a woman who has a brother for his "ex.!!
DEAR ABBY: They say in most marriages, you grow
closer at the years go by. Not us.
After 201ears, there isn't much left to our marriage. We
ee teen-age chirdren, anritrertge-Taironeleaves us
---Flivelri—
we will have nothing. Some days we don't have even five
to •si•V'fii each other.
If one of us should die, I don't think the other would miss
much. He would miss his meals and clean clothes, and I
would miss his paycheck.
Do we go on like this until one of us dies? Or do we go our
separate ways and try to make new lives for ourselves? I am
fvfARKING TIME
45 and he is 50_
DEAR MARKING: If you both agree that there isn't
much left to your marriage, why not talk about it'? Try to
remember what you saw in each other 20 years ago. Get
some dialogue going! Communicate. Even if it's bitter and
argumentative, it will clear the air, and perhaps signal the
beginning of a new Start. It's worth a try.
DEAR ABBY: I am 23, single and have been going with
this guy I'll call Jim for four months. Jim is good looking.
28, single and a super person. He's everything I've ever
wanted in a man or husband.
We have a lot in common and seem very compatible. Our
relationship has developed into something quite serious, but
-neither-of-us -is-in an',' hurry to got-marriedThe only thing I can't cope with much longer is Jim's
constantly reminding me that he has always had a very
active sex life and now he is sexually frustrated. Although I
feel very sorry for him, I sure can't help him out because I
am saving myself for marriage.
I just can't see myself giving in to a man in order to
relieve him of his sexual frustrations, but Jim tells me he
may have to date other girls for that purpose if I refuse him.
I don't want to lose him, but I don't want to give in
STILt PURE
either. Can you fielp me?
DEAR ST
-ILL: I don't know what Jim does for a living.
but he'd make a good salesman. Hang in there. If you were
to give in, you might lose him anyway.
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By Estelle Spiceland
January 2, 1975
Our new Christmas gift
calendar
showing
three
members of the Kin's Sons
Quartet—Randy, Gary, and
Tony McClure—reminds us that
a new year is beginning.

ORA MUNI
VCALENDAR
I

Thursday, Januaryl
Hazel Citizens will meet at
seven p.m. at the Hazel City
Hall to discuss the purchase of
the Hazel School lunchroom for
a cjanllitiniky.. center..
terested persons are urged to
attend.

Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the home of Mary Jane Howard,
Stadium View Drive, at 7:30 p.
ni.
Hardin-Berkley Lodge No, 567
F. & A. M. will meet at seven
p.m. with work to be in the E. A.
degree.
Country
Town
and
Homemakers Club will meet at
the himirof Verona_Grogan-at
7:30 p. m.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet at the Community Room, Federal Savings
and Loan, Main and 7th Streets,
at 7:30 p. fn.
Friday, January 10
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
-Mrs.-Fred-Ginglesat 1:30 p.m.
Executive Board of the
Church Women United will
meet at the home 'of Mrs. W.
Edd Glover, North 14th Street,
at ten a.m. All board members
including representatives from
all churches in Murray and
Calloway County are urged to
attend.

Sunday, Jannary 12
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Boggess
will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at their home in
Hardin from two to 4:30 p. m.

PEOPLEVBAzeK
wren.,

KT.

Monday, January 13
Murray High School Football
Banquet, sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Jaycees, will
be held at the MSU Student
Union Building at 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School Workers
Banquet of First Baptist Church
will be held at six p. m, at the
church with Dr. A. V. Washburn
as speaker.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. James Rose at seven p. ni.
Suburban Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Holmes Dunn at seven p. m.

Sr

Its

Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at one p. m.

99

SMMTS

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Mental Health Center at sever
p. M.
Alateen will meet at the Aft
Hall at seven p. m.

Until 8 p.m.

Winter Coats
OPEN •
•:Friday
Nights;
4990 To899°
REGULAR 66.00 TO 125.00

•

UNTIL 8 p.m.

PANT SUIT
CLEARANCE
REGULAR i6.00 TO 125.00

LESS /
13
Beautiful solids and patterns in two and three
piece. Junior, Missy and Half.Sizes!

Lined and Unlined

LEATHER
GLOVE SALE
REGULAR 14.00 TO 17.00

899 - 1199

Meet'Tonight
The Marray Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will
rersaot the home.cP7;tatrYanr
Howard, Stadium View Drive,
tonight (Thursday) at 7:30.
Ed Overbey of the law firm
and
Overbey,
Overbey,
Overbey will be the guest
moderator for the group
discussion.
All members are' urged to
attend and for information may
call the NEEDLINE, phone 7538333. Persons eligible for
membership are single parents
by reason of death, divorce, or
never having been married.

1

Fake Furs
REGULAR 46.00 - 1-115A)0

SAVE UP-TO

30%
Leathers
and Suedes
REG. 100.00 TO 265.00

SAVE UP TO

CURRENT-SEASON STYLES

SHOE SALE

Very Large Assortment!

REG. 18.00 - 27.00

Fall-Winter
HANDBAGS
REGULAR 7.00 TO 22.00

99
3"- 16
Choose from leather, leather-looks and
Les and colors'
fabrics in the latest

Separates and Coordinates

Fall-Winter
SPORTSWEAR

STYLES BY
-NINA
BASS
TRAMPEZE
-LIFE STRIDE
- MISS AMERICA
Very Famous Names

lOUNDATION
CLEARANCE

REGULAR 10,00 TO 38.00

REDUCED UP TO

6"- 2999

50%

pants,

jacket,. opa, skirts, Nouse,
Shirts,
and sweaters at sensational savings'

January means clearance time
in the coat department. Check
out the fantastic buys on
fabrics,fun-furs, leathers
and suedes— some trimmed
with luxurious fur!

30%

Short & Gauntlet lengths in black, bone.
brown, white and mink. Save now!

Murray PWP To

11 / 8
ft...._4ciurs 10 00 a rn -5
ac=ta=t

Open Friday Nights

Exciting New Fashions At Terrific Bargain Prices!

Polyester, Wools and Blends

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know." send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Cant 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 20e envelope,

vlIZ

Miss Annie Willis, 94, has
Cherry
Corner
Baptist
minister's wife, also Gay:lon been hospitalized for weeks.
Countless
others have spent sad
Bailey, a former Concorder, in
Memphis for surgery, and-also holidays. Euin Stubblefield of
in a Memphis hospital, Mrs. Concord has had shingles. Mrs.
Warren Patterson, who was Alvie Thompson and Mrs. Jess
accompanied there by her Dick are both recuperating
pastor, Bro. Philip McClure, from broken hips at home. And
and her friend, Mrs. Esther deaths have left many empty
chairs. Porter Holland lost a
Sigr»on.
-Mrs. Valdie Rowlett has been sister and an aunt during the
for several weeks • a heart Christmas holidays.
Hall McCuiston lost his wife
patient in the Murray-Calloway
suddenly.
County Hospital.

Cumberland Presbyterian.
Women of North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at the
home of Rev. and W. Edd
Glover at seven p. m.

CONFIDENTIAL TO WORRIED MOM IN LITTLE
ROCK: One of your son's biggest problems could be a
well-intentioned mother who won't give her son a chance to
work out his own'problems. if you love him, leave him alone
for a while. A 32-year-old man is no "boy."

You
have
$10,000.00 Accidental Death
Insurance when you join BanClub

Open Friday Nights
Until 8 p.m.

Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at the WOW
Hall at seven p. m.

Saturday, January 11
Oury
Wendell
Captain
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
at 1;30 Rm.at the home of Mrs.
John A. Nance,

The Murra y
Ledger a, Times

The Christmas holidays were vacationed in Florida.
memorable for some because of
And judging from televised
reunions. Perhaps the last feast scenes of the Orange Bowl
was at the Charles Littleton's, games in Miami with all the
but there had been many in colorful pagentry of floats and
different homes,
marching bands, there is no
.Not only President Ford and recession or depression. We are
the Dr. Houstons spent the living in a land flowing with
holidays in Colorado, but Otis milk and honey.
Lovins also enjoyed a week in • But we are ever mindful that
Colorado Springs with his there are pictures from life's
daughter's family, The Gan- )- ther side.
nons.
From our own community
Coleman many are
Mrs.
Vernon
hospitalized—the

Innumerable are accounts of
heartaches and if we would
dwell on them and start wishing
for a wonderful place called The
land of Beginning Again.
But as we stop at the sign
board marked "End of the
Year" marked often by
shadows and rain,
There still is beyond a wonderful place called a "Land of
Beginning Again," a chance to
be kinder, more thoughtful,
sincere, To think less of self, be
less vain, A chance to help
others throughout a new year,
In the "land of Beginning
Again."

Formfit-Rogers, - Playtex,
Gossard,
- orm. SAVE
Maidenform and Exquisite F
NOW!

1099 1299
1499
Our most famous-name shoeshaVe
been reduced — everything must.
go! Buy several pair during the
sale and really save!

Junior, Missy and Half-Sizes

WINTER
DRESS SALE
REGULAR 24.00 TO 70.00

LESS
Long and short sleeve in Polyester, wools and
blends. Save now during this sale!

I'
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Guest Editorial

Editorials and articles contained on this
page are presented for the purpose of giving a
forum for the exchange of differing opinions
and ideas
Letters to the editor in response to
editorials ancl opinionated art.cleS are en
cOuriligad. The editors reserve the right to
conctente or edit letters without changing the
intent of the letter, and the right to reject any
letters to the editor or pubt,c voice items

Doubtful Saving
The General Accounting Office
has expressed its doubts that a
costly new system for the
mechanical sorting of packages and
other bulk mall with save $500
million a year as the Postal Service
hopes.
The new result of the scheme, Says
the GAO, would be that bulk mail
between points relatively close to
each other would move even slower
because of the need to travel extra
distances to go through centralized
sorting facilities.

Mail-users and taxpayers seem to
be underwriting a massive test of
whether mahcines can do a better
job than human beings in handling
the mail.
We may _never know the answer
until the Postal Service gets all its
new equipmetn on the line. The
Postal reforms so far, however,
have only increased our respect for
the old nimble-fingered rfiail
who could fire letters into the right
pigeon-hold in the blink of an eye.
—Montgomery Alabama Journal

whiCh, in our opinion. are not in the best in
'crest of Our readers
Whenever possible, all letters Should be
All letters
typewritten and double spaced
intended for publication must bear the
signature of the writer

Letters To The Editor

Thanks For Coverage
Dear Editor;
. Nem that.1975is in full swing, lovoold like to
thank you arid your sports staff for
inaugurating the Outstanding Woman Athlete
Award last year for Murray State University
Women.
On behalf of the Women's Track Team, I
ould like to personally thank Mike Brandon

7

for his extensive coverage of our sport.
We look,forward to another exciting year
and hope we can provide you with a number of
interesting stories.
Margaret Simmons (Mrs.;
Women's Track Coach
Murray State University

Contributions Appreciated

Sensing The News

Food Stamps And Inflation
By Anthony Harrigan
As politicians talk about curbing inflation
and arresting the recession, the welfare
establishment does its best to add to the U. S.
budget deficit.
Around the country, for example, welfare
administrators are trying to get more people
oi use food stamps. Spenders in Congress are
bitterly opposing President Ford's proposal
for even a snall—$325 million—cutback in
foodstarnp spending.
Consider what is happening in Guilford
County, North Carolina, Wayne Metz,
director of the Guilford County Social Services Department, recently stated that when
he took charge of the department last July
only 2,300 persons had been certified as
eligible for food stamps. The number increased to 16,154 on Oct. 8. By Nov. 12, 25,747
applications had been processed. "To me,"
Mr. Metz boasted,ohe processing of 25,000 is
evidence of a remarkable effort." Apparently
Mr. Metz thinks it is great news that swarms
of handout recipients have been enrolled. It is
interesting to note that he refers to the food
- stamp-users- as "our clients." That kind of talk may produce hallelujahs
among the welfare establishment. But ordinary taxpayers are likely to be shocked and
angered at such determined efforts to increase the burden on the self-reliant part of
society.
Food stamps are an important factor in the
spreading ocean of red ink in the federal
budget. What began six years ago as a small
program,aimed at the needs of a few hundred
thousand needy people, has become a colossal
handout program costing $3 billion a year.
Some months as many as 26 million people
receive fcod stamps. The Dept. of Health,
Education and Welfare estimates that as
many as 50 million Americans will receive the
stamps in 1977 at an annual cost of between V
billion and la billion. Among the recipients
today are college students and strikers.
It should be recognized that this is a brutal
burden—a tax—on the most energetic and
productive sectors of our society, on the
people who work and feel an obligation to
support their families and pay their bills.

The food stamp population, on the other
hand, is prepared to live a dependent
existence at the expense of other citizens.
Few programs in the entire American
welfare apparatus, wills its encouragement of
parasitism, are as unfair as the food stamp
program. It is a slap in the face of every
frugal family in the land.
Unfortunately, the discriminatory nature of
the food stamp program receives scant attention. Indeed there is a tremendous zeal on
the part of the welfare establishment to
certify more people for food stamps, to
promote _dependency.
Then there is the growing campaign to
present food as a public resource. The
suggestion is made in many places that food
supplies should be distributed - more
equitably. This is the socialist concept of food
as a community resource—the Marxist notion
of taking from those who have and giving to
others.
In a free society, however, food is not a
community or public resource. It is a private
resource obtained by an individual's skill and
hard work. In a free society-, no one has a
right to demand that he be fed by other, more
productive citizens. A free society should not
permit or encourage parasitism.
On the international scene, the Third World
countries are demanding a sort of global food
stamp plan. They are insisting that the
American people feed those nations that can't
raise sufficient food for their swollen
populations.
Columnist Victor Zona, writing in The
Washington Post, has proposed "a restructuring of the international system" so that the
U. S. and other productive, self-reliant
nations support the incapable, povertystricken countries.
Thoughtful Americans should oppose
socialist redistribution of food resources,
whether to dependent elements at home or
abroad. The only effective "cure" to poverty,
in the states or overseas, is hard work and
strengthening of personal independence.
Every time the U. S. government provides
handouts it encourages dependency as a
permanent condition.

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Christmas Charities
Project of the Murray Ministerial
Association, we want to thank all those
persons and groups who responded to the
needs of many of our citizens during the
Christmas season. Also, the conscientious
work of staff members at the Department of
—a-aid the Calloway County'
Human Resource
Health Department was invaluable in helping

Sincerely
Mickey Carpenter
Fred Morton

Garrott's Galley

It's Funny How Some Things
Today.Remind You Of The Past
By M.C.GARROTT
It's very seldom that I read the newspapers
these days and fail to notice something which
will remind me of an incident or an experience in my life — generally a humorous
.
one — of a similar naWne. Do you find this
true?
Such was the case the other day when I
noticed an Associated Press story from Apple
Valley, Calif. It reported that a former
Canadian Football League player by the
name of Lou Zivicovich had lost his teaching
job, filed two lawsuits and had made his wife
mad at him because he had posed in his birthday suit for "Playgirl" magazine.
The lawsuits, the article reported, are
against the magazine for allegedly failing to
use his photograph as agreed, and against the
school district for firing him as a physical
education instructor.
I would think he could have expected the
latter — and even making his wife mad at
him. But so much for Ziokovich. He has his
problems just like the old Indian streaker.
Running Bear had his.
What the Lykovich story did bring to mind
for me, however,' occurred as I was
laboriously winding up four years of high
school at Mayfield, the year which is
irrelevant in the best interests of some of
those involved and whom you possibly_know.
We had been practicing for our senior play.
It was rather late and we were on the way to a
local hang-out for a Coke, hot dog, hamburger
or what-have-you. We were in my dad's car,
which! had been lucky enough to be entrusted
with for the evening, and it was crammed fall
of boys and girls. There must have been at
least eight of us in the car.
One was Frances Emerson ( Mrs. L. D.
Miller, who lives on Sycamore here in
Murray. Frances was sitting in the front seat
next to the right door, or let's say she was
"wedged" against it.
We were headed west on West Broadway
there in Mayfield and were waiting in front of
the First National Bank for the light to change
when Frances suddenly slapped her hands to
her face and screamed like a panter!
A man,wearing absolutely nothing except a
big white bandage on his right side, had come
bounding around the corner of the bank, and
with the speed of Jesse Owens was racing east
on Broadway along the deserted sidewalk on
the north side of the court square.
"At first, I couldn't believe my eyes,"
recalls Frances, who was the first in the car
to see him. "I thought I was seeing things, and
I guest I screamed when I realized I wasn't. It
WAS a man with no clothes on!"

Agree Or Not
I Say What I Think
by I. C. VAN CUNON
S. C. Van Caron
ByS.C. VAN CURON
_
FRANKFORT — Governor Julian Carroll's
first action was to try to find out the state's
financial position between the excess
promises of Governor Wendell Ford and a
flatering national economy.
Carroll has called for a 90day moratorium
on all capital construction in the planning
stage, a freeze on filling vacant jobs in state
government and the purchase of automobiles
and communications equipment.
It's no secret here along press row that
Governor Ford has spent three years, using
state funds, strewing monuments and
_political promises along the campaign trail to
the United States Senate seat that he won
from Republican Marlow Cook.
Somewhat strangely, Ford's aberrations
did not draw any sizeable criticism from the
public although they were dutifully reported
by press row. Editorials appeared in
newspapers all across Kentucky about his
leasing of buildings in Northern Kentucky and
at Jackson without bids, and some in Frankfort as well as construction contracts given
for replacing the storm damaged boat dock at
Kentucky Dam Village wittsut bids, and the
purchase of land in Daviess County at high
costs and then leasing it to a Gun Club for
$1.00 per year.
1* came, out unscathed over the controversial chair lift at Cumberland Falls
State Park that was cancelled after trees had
been cut, and the state settled last week at a
cost- of $127,000 damages to FA Music of
Prestonburg.
Ford cancelled the contract saying that it
violated the Wild Rivers Act, but he' said he
didn't know anything about the contract to
Music until it was brought out that the trees
had been cut Or the path of the chair lift.
Parks Commissioner Ewart Johnson and
Finance Commissioner Charles Pryor signed
but
the contract, as state procedure dictates,
When
Ford's name wasn't on the document.
questioned last week about this controversial
by
deal, that the state settled last week

to identify needs.
The news media were most cooperative in
publicizing the project. To the many individuals and organizations who rallied to
remember well over seventy families during
the Christmas Season, we extend our hearty
appreciation.

paying music $127,000 damages, Johnson told
reporters the question ought to be referred to
Gov. Ford.
The question was brought up when Sen.
Tom Ward, D-Versailles, who is running for
lieutenant governor, said in a news release
that Johnson ought to repay the state the
$127,000 for the settlement of the chair lift
deal.
Roughly, Ford has committed $270 million
to capital construction, plus other cornmittrnents, and construction costs continue to
escalate at the rate of about 1.5 per cent per
month. If you level all of the promises and
committments off at a 10-month level, or even
say* one per cent per month, or 10 per cent,
then the additional cost to the state will be $27
million, and the money simply isn't there,
Carroll's staff believes.
The economy has continued to drop, month
by month,and the estimate of $43 million that
Ford says he has left in the surplus account
has vanished. The estimate was made earlier
this year when the economy in Kentucky was
escalating and the price of coal had brought in
unestimated surplus through the severance
tax.
Current revenue eports show that the highway fund sources of taxation are not
preducing revenue to Meet the budget
estimate because of fuel shortages, the
in car sales, and curtailinenrin the economy.
Already Ford has allocated $25 million from
the estimated surplus to the highway fund.
Most of the capital construction projects
are based on the issuance of revenue bonds,
or short term eonstruction loans, and the
problem facing Carroll is there going to be
enough future revenue to meet these
obligations that Ford so generously passed
out on his way to the Senate. Strange as it
. may seem,Ford is in the U.S.Senate now and
he doesn't have to face the problem. He left
them all to Carroll.
My question is,"When are the taxpayers of
KENTUCKY wiring to wake up"

It turned out the fellow wasn't a "streaker"

at all in the sense that we have come to know
them today.
He was a young Hickman County farmer
who had been operated on for appendicitis a
few days before at the Fuller-Gilliam
Hospital one block north of the square and
just down the street from the bank. He had
been asleep, apparently somewhat sedated
for the night, and had experienced a
terrifying dream.
Bounding out of his bed and room, he ran
down the hall. A nurse, seated at the nurses'
station, jumped up and tried to intercept him.
She did manage to get a grip on his gown —
one of those shorties-split-up-the-back things.
He simply turned around to face her, extended his arms and slipped right out of it
before she could bat an eye and off he went
down the stairs with her in pursuit.
Across the deserted hospital lobby and out
the door he streaked, or rather ran. Crossing
the yard, he cleared the three-foot-high iron
fence with a leap and headed uptown along
Seventh Street. Moments later he mad, the
turn at the bank and that's where Frances
first saw him.
By the time we could get turned around and
headed in the same easterly direction as he,
the fellow had raced past the police and fire
stations and several of the officers and
firemen had recovered enough to take after
him.
They caught him about a block from the
station and were putting him in a police car
when we drove past, the girls screaming like
a bunch of rhesus monkeys.
That's the one and only streaker I have ever
glimpsed. It's funny how you remember
things like that.
If I'm going to mention New Year
resolutions, I had better do it quick, since we
are already well into the new year. Here are
some resolutions made by friends of ours:
Peggy Billington says she's going to lose
sortie weight. "I've made this resolution
every year and always break it the next day,"
she said with her typically characteristic
laugh. . . Betty Dickson says she is going to
quit smoking again and spend less money. ..
Jackie Ransom is out to lose 10 pounds by
January 26. . L. J. Hortin is "going to enjoy
retirement. That may seem a bit selfish,"
he said,"but after 47 years in the classroom I
believe I deserve to enjoy it." Saundra Edwards says she's "not going to be so grumpy
in 1975."(I hadn't noticed. .1 Ann Harris says
she is going to quit smoking. . . and Leroy
Eldridge said he was going to love his wife,
Kate, more and "do a better job of it."
Congratulations to Dr. 0. C. Wells, who
Tuesday observed his 88th birthday!

Birds Of A Feather?

,-

The machinery of the U.S. Congress can always stand improvement but we doubt if the trend toward forming specialized "eaucases" is going to help. In addition
to the traditional Democratic and
Republican caucuses there has
been a black caucus in the House
for several years, an now the 18
women in the House are thinking
of forming a caucus of their own.
For Democrats and RepubliCans to band together in party
caucuses is in keeping with our
political systent. They were
elected under party banners and
have a repsonsibility toward
their party platforms However.
•

voting
strength on the basis of race or
sex may cater to the principle that
in union there is strength, but it
does not pay zo.ucis,..head to OW
principle that race or sex should
be immaterial when public officials are elected and when they
vote on public issues

forming caucuses to line up

Where Is It?
Political leaders say we are
building a better and more peaceful world, but neglect to tell us
where it is situated.

Let's Stay Well

Should 'Grass'Be
Widely Available?
By F.J.L Blaungame, M.D.
The srnoke is irritating to the
The U.S. Department of
respriatory tract, and regular
Justice recently announced that
use results in chronic bronchitis
it would no longer prosecute perand, in some cases, in
sons for the possession of small
emphysema.
amounts of marijuana.
Pot effects the ability to conWhile this unusual decisicri not
centrate.
to enforce the law may be
The use of muscles is imwelcomed by many as just and
paired, and clumsiness in work
reasonable, it is evidence of
may occur, predisposing to infailure of this approach to con.
jury itself and others
trol the wide distribution and tee
It is i egrettable that the use of
of this weed. These circumshas become the "in- thing. It
tances are significant to the pot
harmful to bodies and minds
health and welfare of the public. is
the users. When combined
A question of importance in of
with alcohol, the emotional and
social policy arises as to whether
mental effects are intensified.
we shall move now from a posiA stnong. factual educational
tion of prohibition of marijuana
program is needed to point out
to regulation of its distribution
the ill effects of pot and the adand, if so, under what conditions.
vantages of facing life m a
Should it be generally available,
fashion.
like alcohol? Would the advertis- wholesome
ing be limited? Would the conQ. Mrs. N.M. incsures whether
tainer be labeled as hazardous?
is available for
While the use of hard drugs-- ,vaccine
arthritis
(cocaine, morphine, and heroin) rheumatoid
A. No vaccine is available for
has decreased, partly because of
prevention or treatment of
the limitation of supply, the use the
arthritis Vaccines
of lighter drugs has increased. rheumatoid
a few years ago, when
particularly marijuana. It is esti- were used
disease was thought to result
mated -that over 20 million the
from a bacterial infection but
Americans smoke pot.
ineffective.
Evidence convicts this drug as. the vaccines were
harmful to the user. Its psyQ. Mr. SR asks whether hair
chological effects are variable
practical for
and may result in distortions of transplants are
young man.
judgment which make him dan- baldness in a
A. They are practical — but
gerous to others, for example, his
— if the surgery
impaired ability to drive an au- often expensive
is done by a person specially
tomobile
regularly perMarijuana depresses the sex trained and who
More
drive. amd it may produce birth forms such operations.
such operations
. defects More research is needed than a million
to clarify effects on the have been performed.
United Feature Syndicate
chromosomes.

Isn't It The Truth
...Br. Carl Mkt Ir.
Catchphrases are the backbone of merchandising
through advertising. Every product—from
packaged manure to animal crackers to earthmoving equipment to gasoline—pushes for greater
sales with cleverly worded commands and pleas to
buy. That they are effective demonstrates that Man
no longer can live on bread alone, but on slogans—
like the new catchphrase of the oil sheiks: "Come to
Araby, where the money is."

Bible Thought
There cometh a woman of Samaria to draw water:
Jesus saith unto her, Give me to drink. John 4:7.

Minutes later, Jesus told this woman: "God is a
Spirit and they that worship Him, must worship Him
in Spirit and in truth, for the Father seeketh such to
worship him.

10 Years Ago Todayt
Ira M. Potts and James R. Weatherly, District
Maiiager and Assistant Manager respectively of the
Land Between the Lakes Project of the Tennessee
Valley Authority, spoke on the project at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.,
Deaths reported are Mrs. Sadie Holland, age 78.
and Benjamin Humphrey, age 90.
Rev. Wesley 0. Hanson of Hansford will speak
Sunday at the First Baptist Church. Murray.
In basketball games, the Calloway County High
School Lakers beat Benton 64 to 57 and the Murray
High School Tigers beat South Marshall 66 to 54.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Dunn of Detroit. Mich., have
been the guests of their parents. Mr. and Mrs
George Dunn and Mr. and Mrs. Buel Hargis.

20 Years Ago Today
Murray City councilman H. W. Wilson reported to
the City Council that the new city police car, a 1955
.lack Plymouth, was'in and that it would be in
service soon. Mayor George Hart presided at the
meeting.
The new church building of the Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ on the Pottertown Road is about
kompleted. Bro. George Long is church minister.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Munsey Steely, age 67,
of Hazel, and Miss Tennie Breckenridge, secretary
to four presidents of Murray State College.
Dr. Herbert Halpert, chairman of the Languages
and Literature Department, Murray State College,
has been elected president of the American Folklore
Society.
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Denver Needs Just Second To Take Game

111 iICAY LEDGER t;.'
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Quarterback Ken Stabler Is
AP's Pick For MVP Honors
By HAL BOCK
Page, Jack Youngblood of Los
vote this season.
AP Sports Writer
The AB-Pro wide receivers- Angeles and Pittsburgh teamNEW ORLEANS AP) — were Oakland's Cliff Branch mates I..R. Greenwood and Joe
Quarterback Ken Stabler of the and Drew Pearson of Dallas Greens, the Defensive Player of
Oakland Raiders was named with Denver's Riley Odoms the Year. Green Ray's Ted
the National Football League's named at tight end. The rest of Hendricks, Bill Bergey of
Most Valuable Player for the the offensive line had tackles Philadelphia and Pittsburgh's
1974 season by The Associated Ron Yary of Minnesota and Art Jack Ham were the linebackers
Press today.
Shell of Oakland, guards Larry chosen with Jake Scott of
A left-hander who
the Little of Miami arid Gene Up- Miami and Tony Greene of Buf—
NFL, with 25 touchdown passes shaw of Oakland and center falo the safeties and Robert
----James of Buffalo and Kansas
during the regular season, -Jim Langer of
On defense, the All-Pro front City's Enimitt Thomas the cor-- Stabler was an easy winner in
the AP poll of sports writers four had Minnesota's Alan nerbacks.
- and broadcasters who cover the
NFL. He received 36 of a possible 78 votes, easily outdistancing Terry Metcalf of the
St. Louis Cardinals, who was
second with 10.. Minnesota's
Chuck -Foreman finished third
with five.
-Stal,1,, -feel the Raiders to the
American Conference Western
Pa., 82-68.
Division championship, comBy KEN RAPPOPORT
Gilloon hit a jumper with 1:27
pleting 57.4 per cent of his
AP Sports Writer
left
that broke a final tie, then
passes for 1,469 yards. Then he
When it comes to poise, you
piloted Oakland past Miami in can't beat Frank McGuire's,. added a driving layup that
-proved decisive-as South-Carothe opening round of the pla- -boys.
yoffs, eliminating the defending
Under their famous coach, lina beat Virginia Tech.
The Gamecocks, with Mike
champions on a touchdown pass South Carolina's basketball
in the final minute of the game. players have usually displayed Dunleavy scoring 22 points, GilA 'week later, the Raiders lost cool in the face of fire through loon 20 and Alex English 17,
shot 50.9 per cent from the
the AFC championship game to the seasons.
the Pittsburgh Steelers.
And Wednesday night, it was floor and hit 23 of 29 at the foul
A graduate of the University the same old story even with a line.
Mo Howard, who missed his
of Alabama where he learned young team.
his football under Bear Bryant,
"South Carolina is a poised first eight shots from the floor,
Stabler was the Raiders' sec- basketball team, no doubt rallied Maryland in the closing
ond round draft selection in about that," noted Virginia two minutes as the Terps beat
1968. He was a reserve until Tech Coach Don Devoe after off underdog Duke. The Blue
1-973,-startingen4y tive-gaines, -- -losing- an-81-74-decisien,--'They- --Devils,-playing- without ..highIn 1973, he won the Oakland got themselves in a position to scoring center Bob Fleischer
quarterback job from Daryle control the tempo. They were for 12 minutes, pulled to within
Lamonica, taking over in the super at the free throw line. 73-71 with 2:15 remaining.
Shooting 62 per cent behind
season's third game and start- Overall, they played it 7.mp.rter,
ing the last 11. Under Stabler, got it where they wanted it and Maurice Ellis, Marquette built
a 20-point lead at the half and
the Raiders were 9-2-1 that kept it there."
year and then 12-2 this season.
The 16th-ranked Gamecocks went on to beat Portland with
Joining him in the All-Pro lost a 10-point lead late in the ease. Ellis wound up with a
backfield are ranting ''beicks game, but hung on persistently game-high 26 points.
Joe Bryant scored 34 points
Otis Armstrong of Denver and to win behind Jack Gilloon.
O.J. Simpson of Buffalo. ArmIn other games, fifth-ranked to lead La Salle to a hardfought
strong was the NFL rushing Maryland whipped Duke 83-77; victory over Memphis State. It
champion with 1,407 yards and No. 13 Marquette hammered was La Salle's 11th victory in
Simpson gained 1,125. Simpson, Portland 87-57; 14th-ranked La- 12 outings, while Memphis
•
last year's MVP when he set an Salle turned back Memphis State's record dropped to 10-4.
Bob Cooper scored 25 points
NFL rushing record with 2,003 State 93-84 and No. 19 Provi- yards, received just one MVP dence turned back St. Joseph's,

Can't Beat McGuire's
Boys At Showing- 13-ctiwa
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By The Associated Press
Undefeated Louisville Central
commanded all but one first
place vote today to take the
lead in the first Associated
Press Kentucky high school
basketball poll of the season.
Central, 8-0, was listed first
in the state on 11 ballots and
second on the 12th one cast by
a panel of sportswriters arid
sportscasters from throughout
the state.
Louisville Male, with its only
defeat in nine games to Central, was rated second with
Ballard of' Jefferson County
third and Lexington Bryan Station fourth.
They wece followed, in order,
by Christian County, 12-1; IRXington Henry Clay, 6-2; Lexington Tates Creek, 9-2; Warren

We Beat the Sales Trend In 1974
1974 Sales exceeded 1973 Sales

(even in
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ant Valley
d is about
minister.
ly, age 67,
secretary
ge.
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te College.
n Folklore

Due to the following reasons
BETTER NEW CARS — Lincoln, Mercury Capri's and
Toyotas
BETTER NEW TRUCKS — GMC
SAFE BUY — Reliable Used Cars(99% local trade-ins)
BETTER DEALS — All deals made directly with owner
Me Salesman To Puy)

Times
My. Nen Vest's
Et Murray Ky

COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
EXCELLENT SERVICE DEPARTMENT
BANK FINANCING

21 per rnonta
Arran. Mayfield.
yr, Tenn 11150

Hatcher Auto Sales

AI. Mernphla,

515 South 12th

.inelen

land

and pulled Gown 12 rebounds as
Providence whipped St. Joseph's.
The Friars, boosting their
-record to 8-3 and breaking a
three-game losing string,
jumped in front at the start and
led 42-35 at the half. St. Joseph's, absorbing its eighth
consecutive loss after two opening victories, never was able to
cut into the margin after intermission.
Syracuse routed Bowling
Green 90-61 as Chris Sease collected 23 points and 11
rebounds. The Orangemen
opened an..early16.4 lead and_
breezed te their eighth victory
in 10 games this season. Adrian
Dantley scored 38 points, including 14 of 15 from the free
throw line, to help Notre Dame
beat Davidson 89-73.
Elsewhere, Kent State
trimmed Penn State 61-59; St.
John's, N.Y.. turned back Hofstra 74-50; Washington 81 Jefferson beat Navy 54-47; West
Virginia defeated Massachusetts 89-85; Pitt smashed
Youngstown State 88-62 and
Pan American beat Arkansas
State 89-73.

Central Takes Lead In
First High School Poll

INe
•eported to
ear, a 1955
)uld be in
Jed at the

By The Associated Press
That's all
Got a second?
the Denver Nuggets needed
Wednesday night to beat the
San Antonio Spurs 130-128 in a
wild finish of their American
Basketball Association game.
The Nuggets, in stretching
their home-court winning
streak to a record 22 games,
came from behind with five
points within one second just
before time ran out.
,Claude Terry's three-point
field goal for Denver with two
seconds left tied the score 128128,, then the Nuggets' Bobby
Jones stole the inbounds pass
and fired in the winning . field
goal, with one second to go.
The incredible finish infuriated San Antonio Coach Bob
Bass. After a brief visit with
the two game officials following
the contest, he said he would
file a protest with the league.
He said that because of the
fans, players and coaches on
the floor in front of the Denver
bench after the tying basket
was scored, "We were denied

East, 8-0; Lexington Lafayette.
10-3, and Louisville St. Xavier.
8-2.
Ballard and Warren Eatt are
undefeated this season. Bryan
Station's only loss in nine
games was to Richmond Madison in overtime and Tates
Creek's two losses were to
Male and Ballard.
Johnson Central and Paducah
Tilghman were just one point
short of cracking the top 10.
Each had 17 points, which are
awarded on the basis of 10 for
a first place vote, nine for second and so on.
Male's 104 points were 15 behind Central as the Bulldogs
were voted first on one ballot,
second on seven, third on three
and fourth on one.
Ballard was named on 11 of
the 12 ballots, with votes ranging from as high as third to as
low as seventh. Bryan Station
and Christian County also were
on 11 ballots each.
119
I. Central 18-0 (11)
104
2. Male (8-1) 1
74
3. Ballard t 7-0)
4. Bryan Station (84)
69
47
5. Christian Co. (12-1)
39
6. Henry Clay (6-2)
36.
7. Tates Creek (9-2)
311
8. Warren East (8-0)
25
9. Lafayette (10-3)
18
to. St. Xavier 8-21.
Others receiving votes:.Johnson Central and Tilghman 17:
Ashland 9; Harrison Co., Holy
Cross, McCreary Co., and
Owensboro 6; Anderson Co
Madison and North Hardin 5;
Jinott Co. Central and Mayfield
4; Bourbon Co. and Union Co
3; Lincoln Co. 2; Bullitt Central

the lower one-third court of the
court."
Bass contended there still
was one second remaining
when the winning basket was
scored.
Elsewhere in the ABA, the
Spirits of St. Louis outlasted
the Memphis Sounds 111-105 in
overtime, the an Diego Conquistadors won their first game
under, Coach Beryl Shipley,
beating the Utah Stars 122-113,
the Kentucky Colonels whipped
the Virginia Squires 113-96, and
the Indiana Pacers trimmed

the New York Nets 127-119.
Jones' winning basket for
Denver gave him 27 points,
high for the Nuggets. Mike
Green added 26 points. Donnie
Freeman topped San Antonio
with 29 points, Rich Jones had
27 and James Silas scored 24.
- Spirits 111, Sounds 105
Rookie Marvin Barnes, playing all 53 minutes, set an ABA
season-high of 31 rebounds, bettering the previous high of 30
he set against San Diego on
Oct. 29, arid scored 26 points in
pacing the Spirits' victory over

consecutive loss. The victory
lifted the Colonels into first
place in the East, two percentage points ahead of the
Nets. Rookie Lloyd Batts was
high for Virginia with 24 points,Pacers 127, Nets 119
the
McGinnis,
George
league's leading scorer, fired in
game31 points and grabbed a
high 16 rebounds in helping the
Pacers beat New York and
knock the Nets out of the top
spot in the East. Larry Kenon
broke loose for a'eareet-high 37
points for New York

BLOCKBUSTER
OURBEST..v:1r,
SYTEM•

litathe Ihaek

TAPECORDER
PLA4

AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER

-44011wmarp--

CUT
THE REALISTIC 5 MODULAIRE-8
AT OUR REGULAR PRICE!'
BARGAIN
-SELLING
FAST
WAS A
Roll back inflatiorkas You enioy our 3-piece
Modulaire-8 recorder/receiver/player at
spectacular 25% savings! Play prerecorded
tapes or record your own for system or
car use' Tune AM or FM stereo
Glide-Path R bass. treble balance.
volume, record level controls-Pause
control for easy cueing Mike, phono,
aux. inputs Stereo center is a sleek

Regular

239.95

95

WIDOW_
..4 51s.x22.14
air-suspension speakers, 105/ex9x51/2:'
All in luxurious walnut finish cabinetry.
There's only one place you can find it ...
Radio Shack.

14-924

. and you car,

ADD A CHANGER AND SAVE $5 MORE!
WHEN
Top ofttyour
tvloclulaire-8 34.95
Reg- 2995
YOU3
42-29BUY THE
music center
ABOVE
Modulaire
-speed
with the automatic 3
changer system. Nothing to add
MODULAIRE-8 SYSTEM.

CHARGE IT
Al Macho Shack

GC

-includes dust cover and 45
rpm adapter.

CUT-PRICE RADIO SHACK AUDIO ACCESSORIES GO GREAt WITH MODULAIRE-8!
WALNUT FINISH
STEREO CART

IMPORTANT
NEWS RELEASE!

Reg 21 95
1995
42-3005
Roll your Modulaire-8 stereo
system right into the party, Also useful for TV or compact
hi-f' systems. 09 casters 23555./251.51 72.

NO PRICE INCREASES
SINCE JULY, 1974!
NO PRICE INCREASES
THRU JUNE, 1975!

410

SAVE 68

REALISTIC" 8-TRACK
RECORDING TAPE •
MADE IN OUR OWN
USA FACTORY'
40 Minutes
Playing Time

199.
• 44-346

80 MinUtes 029
Playing Time Jim 44-84-1—

r•

REALISTIC
NOVA -20
STEREO
HEADPHONES

In Rad.° Shan-A, Company Op•reled Stores'
Tb,. i"3" S”.1..• '
had a substantial increase in sales In, TN'6
months July !hro December Desdte
material and labor cost Radio Shack DID
NOT RAISE a single seil.ng price .1,con
,
°any-operated stores state July We has,e
now decided NOT TO RAISE A SINGLE
PRICE THROUGH NEXT JUNE in these

keg. 1195
19.95
33.1038
•
__
•
AS advertised on network. TV!
Stereo listening'
private
A 'steal for
— Add tri Modulairri-8 system above'
Itaelee
Mack

North 12th Extension
Phone 1531100..._,__
Store Hours: Monday thru Saturday
10:00 to 9:00
100 to 5:00

Cowens' Father Robbed
NEWPORT,Ky.(API _The
father of Boston Celtics' basket
ball star Dave Coming wis-a
fast break victim Wednesday
Jack Cowens said two armed
nen robbed his finance office
here of 8300 and made then
getaway in pouring rain and
rush-hour traffic. ^

Memphis.
Q's 122, Stars 113
Bo larnar, a former player
under Shipley at Southwestern
Louisiana, helped his former
coach make a successful ABA
debut, tossing in 26 points
against Utah. Stars' rookie
Moses Malone led all scorers
with 29 points, one more than
teammate Ron Boone.
Colonels 113, Squires 96
Kentucky, sparked by Artis
Gilmore's 26 points, overcame
an early Virginia slowdown and
handed the Squires their sixth

m,'AMOY CORPOP•OON CORMAKIY

vA1111,Ill eetesei}irea ..roer
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imeout With Brandon

Doldrum Of Super Bowl Finally Broken

per Bowl game, another way of
By BRUCE LOW M'
psyching up his Minnesota VikAP Sports Writer
It looks that way. It apLW ORLEANS I AP - Has ing"
sperts Echter
found his new, imCoach Bud- Graht created an- pears he's
version of "sparrows in
other -issue," another smoke- proved
the showers," and this time the
,••••; rirearmaefat evaisassoes,
screen to divert attention from,
seem Lo-be roosting
the mounting pressures of a Su- Sparrows
on quarterba^k Fran Tarkenton's valuable right arm.
Last year, when Super Bowl
cartilage.
torn
for
The fun begins Saturday night as league
week was threatened with
played the
team
Press
soccer
the
ssociated
that,
The-A
By
After
.
_play begins in the Ohio Valle) Conference
being enveloped by a mammoth
EAST
remainder of its schedule without any of the
. Murray is at Morehead. Austin Peay at yawn, Grant came up with an
were valuable
who
Green
members,
Bowling
90,
team
Syracuse
track
plays
Middle
issue, what he called the VikEastern. Western is at Tech and
learn because of their
soccer
the
to
61
assets
at East Tennessee.
ings' less-than-satisfactory
LIU 90, St. Bonaventure 83, OT practice facilities. Eventually,
speed and endurance.
Monday's -games find Austin Peay at
recovery, and within
strong
Pa.
a
made
St.
Joseph's,
82,
Jacobs
Providence
Morejazait Wester,.n at _East_ .Tennessee,
the whole thing was characteron
"five-Weeks -or -so after surgery-, was back
68 ized by Grant's throwaway line
Middle at Tech and Murray at Eastern.
complications have
recently,
77
But
Duke
83,
track.
Maryland
the
happen?
Who knows what will
about sparrows.
surgery and with the
e 40
the
from
Swarthmor
47,
developed
Drexel
for
favorite
the
is
Though Middle Tennessee
This week, too, was being unOT
only two weeks away from its
86,
season
Dartmouth
87,
indoor
Maine
it.
win
could
anybody
the title, just about
derwhelmed by the ritualistic
to
run
not
decision
Geo. Washington 75, Old Do- pregame practices and news
start, Jacobs has made the
Perhaps, if an one word could sum up the
minion 69
this year.
OVC this year, it would be inconsistency.
conferences as the Vikings and
of
hours
21
Amherst 70, Am. Intnyl 64
Last semester, Jacobs carried
Pittsburgh- Steelers prepared
Take Austin Peay for example.
in
year
fourth
his
SOUTH . .
work. Since this is only
for Super Bowl IX. Only briefly
The Governors took fourth in the Vanderbilt
season
this
out
sit
to
school, he will be allowed
Wake Forest 83, Virginia 66
did something newsworthy surInVitiliiinal,TOSing by' nine points to powerful
and participate next year.
Tenn-Chattanooga 99, E. Ill. face.
Southern Illinois and by seven to Virginia
on
concentrate
will
he
So in the meantime,
78
Teo,.
First it was the viral ingetting a double major in school.
Grambling 81, La. Col. 63
Then they: struggled to defeat Union by
fection that has hospitalized
without
left
is
Cornell
And in the meantime,
Tulane 78, Citadel 71
seven points in Clarksville and went on the
Pittsburgh defensive end
a top-notch sprinter. In fact, Jacobs scored
Wash. & Lee 54, Navy 47
road and lost by 12 to Reflarmine. But then at
Dwight White for four straight
conthe
in
year
last
points
W. Virginia 89, Mass, 85
half of Murray's
Alabama, the wernors sLay ed close with the
nights. Then it was Tarkenton's
73
ference meet.
Notre Dame 89, Davidson
Crimson Tide for most of the game before
brief verbal swipe at Oakland's
enough,
bad
already
.
weren't
77
things
And if
S. Caro. 81, Va. Tech
finally losing by 20 points.
Ken Stabler and Miami's Paul
news.
bad
more
61
some
got
Cornell
Dela, St. 67, Lincoln
SO that sounds like a lot, but consider how
Warfield, who had bad-mouthed
Sylvester Onyekwe, an incoming freshman
MIDWEST
bad Alabama defeated highly-regarded
.here
arrive
to
due
was
ho
59
Kent St. 61. Penn St.
, from .Nlgerla_W
bs4tlast Saturday.
Monday. may or may not be coming to school
W. Michigan 77, Ball St. 54
Peay has
Since the loss to Alabama, Austin .
here.
E. Kentucky 79, Marshall 78
won four erinsecutive games androtieli I alt4
A prime prospect for the 440 and the mile
Miami, Ohio 67, Otterbein 56
Kelly is beginning to show a little optimism.
team, Onyekwe telegramed Cornell earlier
Malone Col. 82, Urbana 78
-We're probably better prepared for
this week with the news that he would be
Toledo 92, AIA-East 80
conferenceplay this season than we were last
delayed because of the death of his mother
S. Illinois 82, Evansville 61
year." said Kelly. whose team won the crown
last Saturday.
Idaho 83, San Diego 64
last season.
So the question is now whether he will come.
Ky. Wesleyan 107, N. Ky;-St.
Other teams in the league are also begirtor not.,
92
fling to play good ball, with the exception of
SOUTHWEST .
the Racers, who might deserve their sixthPan American 89, Ark. St. 73
place rating in the pre-season coaches poll.
E. Texas 78, Tarleton 75
Well, actually. the Racers were hurt in their
Creighton 51, Texas Tech 45
last two games because of their three-week
About everybody and his brother called in
FAR WEST .
_layoff over Christmas so hopefully by this
with the correct answer for last week in the
Marquette 87, Portland 57 -,
weekend, Coach Fred Overton will have the
contest for the free meal at Rudy's.
Alaska 91, Northwest Col. 85
-bugs" worked out.
Two meals were up for grabs and they were
Besides Murray, the other surprise team in
won by Keith Edwards, a seventh grader at
the league has been Tennessee Tech, who
Sell Land
North Calloway, and by David Lockhart, a
along with the Racers, has seven wins in prefifth grader at Southwest Calloway.
NEWPORT, R.I. I AP1- The
season play.
The question was: Once, a college
Last year;lite Golden Eagles won only eight
Newport City Council voted on
basketball player scored 100 points in a game.
Wednesday to sell 5.7 acres of
games all season.
He played for Furman in 1954. Who was he?
But in all probability, Western Kentucky is
land to a jai alai promoter for
The answer: Frank Selvy, who played high
probably the strongest team in the league
$57,500.
school ball at Corbin.
because of the caliber of competition they've
Arthur W. Silvester, owner of
And there were plenty of interesting tidbits
about
along
played.
the Tourism and Development
of other information passed
The'Toppers have a 4-4 record with wins
Corp., which has a license for
Selvy.
over Madison, Old Dominion. Purdue and
alai gambling, agreed to the
First of all, here are the people who
purchase price.
Arkansas.
correctly answered the question, but did not
They have lost to Stetson, Purdue,
Silvester has said he will
win the meal: Junior Furgerson, John
build a front* which he, hopes
lipuisville -and Memphis State.
Cannon, Jim Frank, Laurie McIntosh, Dad
will be open la* this year.
PThe leading scorer in the 'eagle is senior
Edwards, Jay Pitman, Gary Galloway, Scott
guard Frank Jones of Tech, who is firing in
Turner, Mark Erwin, Jerry Ainley ( assistant
nearly 25 points per game. George Sorrell of
basketball coach at Farmington), Jeff
GENERAL
Middle is the leading rebounder, getting
Oakley, Doug Johnson, Grace Ross and Polly
WASHINGTON - John A
nearly 16 retrieves per outing.
Seale,
Fuzak, associate dean and diHere's something to watch:
Jim Frank was in the Air Force at the time
rector of the School for AdPresently, the Carr Ratings are running an
and just happened to see the game Selvy
vanced Studies at Michigan
accuracy mark of about 82 per cent. Starting
scored the 100 points in. Frank said it was an
State University, was elected to
with games this iveekerid,Tit keep a record of
unbelievable performance as Selvy hit from
a two-year term as president of
Carr's picks on -just OVC games.
all parts of the floor.
the National Collegiate Athletic
And you know what? I'll bet his percentage
Carl Oakley, assistant football coach at
Association.
in the OVC is a far cry less than 82 per cent.
Murray State, and Polly Seale, both went to
is
OVC
Call it weak or anything else, but the
high school with Selvy.
highly unpredictable.
For those who wonder how I go about
deciding the correct time, here's the
procedure:
I keep the phone off the hook, starting at
Cuthbert Jacobs will not be able to run
about five minutes before the set time to call.
track this year.
Usually, I go by ABC's Evening News on
That's the news from Murray State track
Channel 2 when the question is to be answered
coach Bill Cornell.
on a weekday at 5 p. m.
Jacobs is a senior from the West Indies.
Otherwise, if the question is to be answered
Last year, he shattered two conference
on a weekend, I go with Channel 12's 5 p. m.
recotds in winning the 100-yard dash and the
news. And as soon as the news comes on, I
220-yard dash in the Ohio Valley Conference
hang up the receiver.
meet
.Sn that's how it works. You might get a busy
Three years ago, he was named as the
signal for five minutes and still be the person
Freshman Athlete of the Year.
who wins the free meal at Rudy's, which is
When former Southern Illinois track star's
worth up to $2.50 on the menu.
Ivory Crockett ran a 9.0 for a world record
Since I'll be in Morehead this Saturday,
last spring, Jacobs was third in the race. His
we'll again hold up on the contest this week
career best has been a 9.2.
and have two winners next week.
Jacobs, who was the MVP on the Racer
That should make it a little more insoccer tenni a year ago, was injured in early
teresting with two meals up for grabs.
October and underwent operation on his knee
By MIKE BRANDON

OVC Highly Unpredictable

College Results

both Super Bowl teano Then it
was the calf injury that is likely to keep Minnesota offensive
tackle Charles Goodrum out of
Sunday's National Football
League championship game at
Tulane Stadium.
Still, there was no focus for
anyone's attention. There were
no sparrows. On Monday,
someone had asked Grant
whether he had some more
birds hidden up hi's 'Sleeve - if
he had another issue.
"It's gonna be a long week,"
be replied,"and if we can think
of something, we:11 let y_ou
know."
On Wednesday, he did ... or
so it would seem. Halfway
through the daily briefing session Grant casually mentioned
that Tarkenton had a sore arm,
much as someone might suggest that it looks like rain.
Perhaps it was merely another throwaway line, merely an
observation, but probably not.
Grant, like all pro football
coaches and clearly more than
most, is a tactician, a calculating man, not given to the
idle observation, the off-handed
remark.
Whatever it was, it worked.

The balloon of boredom was the first game of the season
burst. Attention was focused. and it's bothered me off and on
Here, clearly, was an issue to since then," he said. Despite it,
be dealt with.
he finished among the National
And Grant was ready to deal Conference's passing leaders
with it. "Everytime he gets a with 17 touchdowns and more
sore arm, he has a great day," than 2,500 yards.
he said, perhaps trying ever-soBut what about the soreness
cleverly to throw the Steelers nuw7 Nothing important he reever-so-slightly off guard. "It's plied. "It's a little' sore but it's
a good omen for us," Grant okay."
said. "I think he worries about
It and -he always seems to MONET DANGER SIGNALS
throw a little better with it. I'm SUCH AS BACKACHE,
sure if he's still sore on Sun- GETTING UP NIGHTS
E d
IHd•J"
day, he'll have a great day."
1e
"'
ofA "
,k
LCU.17,
kodney• •nd
If that's the case, TarkenIdn's" adr4ITSIIn was positively
hours NOW at HOLLAND DRUG
gushing all through the season.
"I was hit on the shoulder in

FLUSH

,,21 0

RAY'S LOUNGE

--- South Fulton, Tenn,

Every Thursday Nile, We Present:

"Wolf man and the Pack"
Every 2nd Fri. & Sat.
"t

"The Choctaw

Every 4th Fri. & Sat.

S
-I "The
x"
tronlbo

Open 7: pm- Cover Chg.$2 ea.-Close 12: pm
THE PLACE TO DANCE IN SOUTH FULTON
DI
goes
defei
the p

"Thank You"

For Making 1974 An Exceptionally
Successful Year!
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Jacobs Sidelined
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Fast-Breaking Bucks Starting
To Gain Ground In Division
By The Associated Press
Here come the speeding Milkaukee Bucks ... and there go
the backtracking Philadelphia
again.
t6ers
! The Bucks,after a disastrous
this season, mainly
start
1-13
pttributable to the absence of
tenter Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
pecause of injuries, won their
7t11 game in their last 24
ttarts, beating the Detroit PisIons 102-92 Wednesday night.
Although the BUcks. now 18120, still are in last place ft) the
west Division of the Nationid we.st
the
Basketball
kictory pulled them With three
...aines of first-place 1)etroit.
Meanwhile, Philadelphia continued its losing ways in. its

i

.

.

.

_
Czech:SAN FRANCISCO ioslovakian Martina Navratilova
Nancy
beat fifth -seeded player,
.Gunter. 6-3, 6-2 and topseeded
6-3,
Chris Evert beat Sue Stap
to advanecto the semifinals
.of
Of the opening tournament
inthe women's professional
door tennis tour

19th on the NBA's all-time list,
ahead of former Boston star
Bill Russell.
Laker% 106, 76ers 98
Gail Goodrich pumped in 10
of his 34 points in the last five
minutes, sparking the Lakers'
victory over Philadelphia in a
game in which the lead
changed hands 21 times,
Celtics 104, Hawks 96,
Paul Westphal came'off the
bench and scored -23 points,
sparking the Atlantic Divisionleading Celtics to their eighth
OrrSI Stil•s in Cavos: Frs.
Milwaukee surprised Detroit victory in the last nine games.
If you believe in lasting love,
with, its fast-breaking attack, - - - Bullets 102.
SlUlk-aled by Bob Dandridge's 32
select, your wedding- ring-,
Mike.Riordan's 1 pogits, Elpoints, Abdul-Jabtrar's 23, vin Hayes' V and Phil Chefrom our ArtCarved collecBrokaw's 22 and
niers 26 helped the Bullets,
tion today.
•rookie Gary
Jim Price's 20 in snapping the Central Division leaders, break
winning
Pistons' six-.game
and
streak
losing
three-ganie
a
streak.
hand the Suns their fifth
%phew, who came off the straight setback.. .Open Late Friday
combench, and -fiandridge
Knicks ILI, SuperSoalcs tire
bined for 30 points in the secEarl Monroe's season-high 38
ond period when the Bucks out- points. including 24 in the secscored the Pistons 35-17 and ond half, enabled the Knicks to
raced into a cinnmanding 53-39 extend their mastery over
halftime lead.
Seattle, The victory was New
SO M.
,
•
- Dave Bing pared the Pistons York's- 13th in •a row over the'
lan•r, lfl
cahis
raising
with 28 points,
SuperStinics.
reer total to 14,541. putting him
long-time series against Los
Angeles. The takers beat the
76ers 106-98 at Philadelphia for
their 15th straight victory ilver
them since 1971. The 76ers have
not beaten Los Angeles in
Philadelphia since 1969.
In other NBA games, the
Boston Celtics downed the Atlanta Hawks 104-96, the Washington Bullets whipped the
Phoenix Suns 102-95 and the
New York Knicks beat the
Seattle SuperSonics 113-102.

For those
who believe
in lasting
love.

1

W. R.(Bob) Perry

Advisory Board Member

Marshall P. Jones
Advisory Board member

1Fsuci.

cArt Carved

MICHELSON'S

Ronald W. Churchill
Advisory Board Member

Federal Savings And Loan-Murray Branch
7th 8 Main Streets

Phone 753-7921
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Kentucky State Retains Top
Spot In College Cage Ratings

1
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rankings.
points per game.
By The Associated Press
I. Kentucky St422) 7-0 405
Kentucky State retained the
Whether you are riding a
2. New Orleans (7) 9-0 285
racehorse or the crest of your top spot in the rankings for the
3
3 Gardner-Webb
place
basketball team's winning fourth week with 22 first12-1 242
streak, it's wise to watch out Votes and 405 points.
8-1 193
'The'New Orleans Privateers,- 4. Jackson St (1)
for the other guy..
5. Eastern Illinois 6-0 181
secThe Kentucky -State Tho- 9-0, climbed from fourth to
6. UT-Chattanooga 7-1 146
of
robreds, 8-0 after Monday ond place on the strength
7-2 115
7. Old Dominion
last
night's 78-69 victory over Wa- three straight victories
9-0 110
8. Bentley
firstGash, again were voted the No week, receiving seven
62
6-2
9. Morgan State
place votes and 285 points from
I college division basketball
- -to. Southern U.
9-0 48
panel
nationwide
team in The Associated Press- a
48
9-0
U.
weekly poll and Coach Ludas sportswriters and broadcasters;
41
7-2
Mitchell feels it's because he's The Privateers defeated Wa- 11. Armstrong State
22
5-3
driving histeam "defensively." bash 106-80, Xavier, La. 126-71 12. Assumption
to be chased out of our own scored twice and assisted on a
By The Associated Press
21
104- 13. Augustana, SD: 10-2
driving his team- ''.defen- and Northwest Oklahoma
had
Leafs
Maple
rink," McDonald said after a third goal and scoring leader
Toronto
The
TO
7-1
YOutigstdSyn
63.
sively.".
hands
their
on
fight-punctuated, 6-4 National Stan Mikita passed the 1,200trouble
some
9-1 19
Gardner-Webb, No. 2 a week 15 Cameron
point mark as Chicago defeated
"Defense is what counts,"
didn't
but
night,
Hockey League victory.
y
Wednesda
place with
says Mitchell, "and my team ago, fell to third
out with a Pittsburgh.
had
started
They
game
cop.
a
The
call
to
Habits
have
Bad
242
Kings 4, North Stars
has become extremely effec- three first-place votes and to
BOSTON I AP - Bad habits their own policeman - Lanny bang in the first period when
bowed
Three second-period goals, inWiltive. We block well and force points. The Bulldogs
"Tiger"
Dave
NorthToronto's
.
as
McDonald
to
break,
hard
are
to
Goring,
the other guys to take bad Elon 75-67, then recovered
The speedy right winger has liams tangled with Vancouver's cluding two by Butch
eastern's hockey team is findtrample Campbellsville 101-80.
shots.
two major led sharpshooting Ins Angeles
Then
most
Leafs'
Grisdale.
Maple
John
the
become
Out.
ing
Jackson State rose from fifth
.
"Now we have a new fella,
The Huskies took a brief 1-0 aggressive checker in recent battles broke out in the third over Minnesota
blitzing
Flames 3, Golden Seals 2
Ross Smith, in the starting line- place to fourth after
the period.
blow
helped
before
and
night
y
games
Wednesda
lead
OrJacques Richard slapped in
up and he's gonna be fantastic: Southern University of New
McDonald took on Vandropping an 8-2 decision to Bos- whistle again when the Vanone
He started for the first time on leans 102-78, collecting
to get couver's Ron Sedlbauer in one his eighth goal in 10 games and
started
NorthCanucks
was
It
couver
.
ton
University
Monday night and he got 11 first-place vote and 193 points. eastern's 33rd straight defeat at tough.
match and Toronto defenseman had two assists to lead Atlanta
up
rebounds, blocked seven shots Next was Eastern Illinois,
going
we're
way
no
Brian Glennie got the worst of over California. The victory ex"There's
the
Terriers.
of
the
hands
181
and . scored 12 points. He from sixth place with
a fight with the Canucks' Greg tended the Flames' unbeaten
benched Andre Hampton, our points.
Boddy. Dave Dunn also earned streak to eight games, a new
Tennessee - Chatanooga
•seven-footer!"
game misconduct by going to club record.
a
sixth
to
Canadiens 4, Wings 4
The 6-foot-8 Smith, a soph- shpped three places
aid.
Glennie's
South
to
loss
Serge Savard's goal with 4:43
more transfer from Lincoln U., following its 103-87
In the other NHL games, the
points.
DID HE OR DIDN'T HE7-Raymond Sims 10) of Murray High
146
still trails the average perform- Florida, drawing
Chicago Black Hawks beat the left to play gave Montreal its'
No.
goes in for a layup with David Reed (23) of Marshall County
Cana.— .
On ance of 6-foot-7 star forward-- - Old.Doininion_ remained
Pittsburgh Penguins 7-5; the tie with Detroit as the
defending in the Tigers' 73-58 win over the MarshaDs Tuesday.
61a
for
The. course "Boating Skills' .January 14 at the first class Los Angeles Kings beat the diens extended their National
Gerald Cunningham, who is av- 7, attracting 115 points
the play, Reed was whistled for a personal foul.
&
William
,
and Stainan,hip," teintly meeting. Dr.- Chad-Stewart of Minnesota North Stars 4-2; the Hockey League unbeaten streak-r58 decision over
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon) eraging 16 rebounds and 25
Mary. Bentley, idle last week,
sponsored by the U, S. Coast the Department of Recreation Atlanta Flames trimmed the to 18 games.
eighth
to
and
Guard Auxiliary and Murray and Physical Education
climbed from ninth
Rangers 6, Scouts 1
California Golden Seals 3-2; the
Park
State University will be offered Mrs. Shirley T. Johnson will Montreal Canadiens played a 4place in the rankings, drawing
Brad
Defenseman
also
State,
the
the
for the second time during
110 points. Morgan
continue to coordinate
4 tie with the Detroit Red scored three goals in the first
to
notch
a
will
team
class
spring semester. The
inactive, dropped
.course which includes
Wings and the New York 27 minutes as New York won
meet beginning Tuesday, teaching by instructors both Rangers stopped the Kansas its seventh straight game with
ninth with 62 points.
points
48
from,
p.
9
m.
to
p.
7
and
The voters awarded
January 14 from
from the department
an easy decision over Kansas
City Scouts 6-1.
in and each succeeding the local flotilla.
to Southern University, preIn the only World Hockey As- City.
status.
ed
Carr
the
in
10th-rank
night
its
Tuesday
the serving
Nordiques 4, Blazers 3
It is also possible to receive sociation game, the Quebec
mind to sign with the Yankees ment of their own - from
*By FRED ROTHENBERG
Health Building.
Southern, 9-0, slammed Mt.
them.
Benisr scored his 29th
to
Serge
Hunter,
to
Vanthe
Yankees,
nipped
next
s
The
30.
Nordique
Dec.
of
those
and
y
night
credit
the
universit
AP Sports Writer
"This course offers the opScenario 112-53 before being
season late in the
husthe
handle
of
can
goal
Hunter
if
But
4-3.
wife
his
Blazers
told
couver
Hunter
the
for
to
register
wishing
NEW YORK iAP - Al- morning,
portunity to increase one's
to send Quebec
Hertford, trounced by Jackson State.
period
native
third
his
in
threea
tlers
a
triggered
be
Flett
Bill
probably
the
would
so
during
she
do
that
course may
though Catfish Hunter has been
Rounding out the Top 15 were
boating skills as well as
Vancouver.
here.
over
peokay
do
second
he'll
the
in
to
explosion
expected
he
goal
as
wife
tion
Yankee
ty's
registra
universi
welcomed to the big city with
decreasing one's premiums on
"I haven't bought anything Armstrong State, formerly
that
is riod to help Toronto beat Vanopen arms, this country slicker sign a contract sometime
a periods. The course number
insurance,"
boating
yet," he said. 13th; Assumption, down from
money
the
with
York.
New
in
day
REC 500 for two credits. Areas couver. Flett's goal broke a 1-1
from North Carolina is aware
Cross
Holy
to
11th
losing
after
Murraythe
n
for
spokesma
for
"Give me a call," she said as "I'm gonna hold back
of instruction include: boat tie and Inge Hammarstrom and
that some of those arms can go
Kenlake Flotilla advises.
awhile. I'll get things cheaper 107-88; newcomer Augustana,
handling, legal requirements McDonald followed with scoring
right for the wallet while others he walked out the door.
Cams
and
companie
wn
insurance
Youngsto
"Many
S.D.,
top
for boats, aids to navigation, shots to help the Maple Leafs
But Hunter's firm decision later. Right now they want
may reach for the throat.
the
on
from
rates
dropped
er
Alcorn
eron.
lowinglow
are-auwal
dollar from me."
and
compaSses.- forge a VI lead they-never lost
efi-aft-s"In 1965 I was scared to go had weakened a bit Tuesday
boat insurance for persons
the details
The victory marked the first
sailboats, radio-telephor*, knot
out of my room,- Hunter said night, when he left
Guard
S.
Coast
U.
taking
who then
typing, and boating enjoyment time since Feb. 28, 1973 that
Wednesday during a whirlwind up to the lawyers,
n
educatio
public
Auxiliary
acting like
through safety. A special the Maple Leafs have beaten
tour that included an appear- spent several hours
courses."
session is being added on locks the expansion Canucks. The
ance on a national television lawyers.
in
the
enroll
may
Anyone
Leafs had only one tie in eight
But the lawyers soon ended
and dams.
program, a photographic sesurse and receive certification
Hunter,
games since that time before
PEOPLES ,BANK
sion at Shea Stadium and inter- their filibuster and
Further information may be
incost
The
from
the
Flotilla.
have rathWednesday night.
views with the press at a mid- who said "he would
(AP) - Conference competition Satur- .olves a nominal fee for the obtained from either Dr.
MURUAT 6 MT.
Ky.
ND,
RICHMO
5
Penguins
Black Hawks 7,
affixed
town hotel. "Now, Pm scared er been anywhere else,"
Marshall's Bob Williams day.
textbook and materials. In- Stewart, 762-6188, or Mrs.
an John Marks
Yanthe
Defensem
on
Hunter
Catfish
his
room."
two
my
to go into
terested persons may register Johnson, 753-2277.
missed a free throw with
In other games involvin.
Among other things, Hunter kees dotted line.
seconds left and Eastern Ken- KentOcky schools Wednesda,
reveal the
wouldn't
Hunter
the
at
York,
New
onal
into
flew
tucky won an intersecti
night, Kentucky Wesleyan
saying "that
Yankees expense, to introduce money package,
game here Wednesday night 79- downed Northern Kentuck
to disYankees"
the
to
up
was
the
of
members
the
to
himself
State 107-92 at Owensboro,
say in terms
press who didn't attend his close, but he did
Williams was fouled by East- Transylvania defeated Berea
salary, he
Brown
New Years Eve contract-sign- of str.dght annual
ern Kentucky's Howard
69-60 in Lexington, and Bellerwasn't making as much money
ing Party.
as he tipped in a missed shot to mine handed Indiana Cerdral
pitchers:"
to
Herd
Hunter said he made up his "as ffve or six other
ng
bring the Thunderi
an 86-79 defeat in Louisville.
Hunter said he would be paid
within a point.
8150,000, including deferred
Mike Darrett was. Kentucky
time
called
Eastern Kentucky
payments, for each of the next
s hero as he dumped
Wesleyan'
reWilliams
out and when
five years. Bonuses, insurance
high 32 points and
turned to the foul line, he in a career
enfees
lawyers
to lead the
policies and
rebounds
17
snagged
shot.
tying
missed the
o school. The game
large the rest of the package to
Owensbor
first
the
of
most
led
Marshall
hours
an estimated more than 83 milwas delayed nearly
half and was leading 44-42 at
Northern Kentucky
lion.
because
ion.
intermiss
Hunter, who became a free
broke down.
Marshall led by as many as State's bus
agent because Oakland owner
with
half
second
the
in
five
The visitors, led by Jeff StoCharles 0. Finley didn't come
14:47 remaining to be played. wers with 30 points, took an
$50,000
deferred
a
with
across
Will be closed In, Jon. 10, S.
Eastern Kentucky had slim early 6-2 lead, but Wesleyan
payment, is aware that there
Sot.. lo.a. 11 for Remodeling
leads In the waining moments reeled off 18 straight to go
are a lot of people in this city
but Carl Brown's jumper with ahead 20-6 with 12:50 remaining
who are after a deferred pay1:24 remaining put the Colonels in the first half and never trailahead to stay.
ed after that.
me Tax Income Tax 7 Jimmy Segar led the Eastern Wesleyan, now 6-3, led by as
Income Tax In m T
Kentucky scoring with 27 and many as 27 points in the second
The
3
Brown had 25. Others in double half, 72-45 with 13 minutes reeo
figures for the Colonels were niaining. Northern Kentucky
a
Mike Oliver with 11 and Davis State fell to 3-6 for the season.
Sc
with 10.
MARSHALL (78)
Marshall's leading scorer was
Battle 4 3-3 8, Mastropaolo 3
17. Bob Wilwith
Hickman
Joe
75%• more road hazard protection
is now located at
5 2-6 12,
3
liams scored 12 and Kenny 0-0 6, B. Williams
49
20%* better handling
1-4
7
Hickman
2-2
8,
3
Meadows
Hurst added 10.
Hurst 3
Cooler running*
Eastern Kentucky improved 17, E. Williams 4 0-1 8,
2 0-0
12%* better traction
its mark to 4-5 as coach Bob 4-5 10, Steele 1 3-3 5, Polo 32
Southeast of the Central
Totals
Mulcahy enjoyed his 100th .col- 4, Humphreys 0 0-0 0.
economy
Gas
Shopping Center
14-24,
wins
legiate victory. He had 88
Carpet Ride
Magic
far
Central
at South Dakota and 12 so
EASTERN KY 1791
• As compared to Our commotion&
opping Center
as the Colonel's head roundball
C. Brown 11 3-6 25, Segar 9 975 serms 4 ply bias toms
mentor.
10 27, Oliver 4 3-4 11, H. Browo,
Arcadia
H R
Marshall, now 5-4, was whis- 0 0-0 0, Jones 3 0-0 6, Davis 26fouls
technical
tled For three
,Block
7 10, Dwane 0 0-0 0, Young 00-0
Sc
during the game-each called 0. Totals 72 21-29.
ng
Thunderi
the
of
on members
Go
Halftime. Marshall 44, EastHerd squad. There was one
E
None
Northside
o
technical called on an Eastern ern Ky. 42. Fouled out:
Shopping CenterTotal fouls: Marshall 21, EastKentucky player.
Eastern Kentucky's next op- ern Ky. Zl. Technical fouls
pc
Chestnut Street
Hickman,
ponent is Austin Peay here as Meadows, Battle,
10—
the Colonels begin Ohio Valley Jones. A. 6,150.
Income Tax Income Tax Income

Maple Leafs Edge Canucks In
Game Marred With Fights, 6-4

Boating Course To Be
ruversi

Catfish Hunter Says He's Now
Afraid To Go Into His Room

$5.00 Blue Chip
Savings Accountforeach newborn child of
BanClub Members

Segar And Brown Pace
Eastern Over Marshall

DOIRIMEILCOCIC
Income Tax Office

903 Arcadia Street

L

Income Tax

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
St., Benton
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate — 108 E. 12th

NOW HAS A LOCK-1100ER
Aurora
For The Residents Of Murray, Calloway County And
,
THE NUMBER TO CALL

753-6434

Any Size Listed
One Low Price
ER78-14
FR78-14
HR78-14
GR78-15
HR78-15
JR78-15
LR78-15

_
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Dean, Magruder And Kalmbach Released

Deaths and Funerals

Kalmbach, 52, who wasNix- was acquitted.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Bethesda, Md. - after being er needed.
Dean, Magruder and Kal"I'm just shocked. I'm still on's former personal lawyer
Freed from prison after serving released by U.S. District Court
had mbach previously had asked
raiser,
fund
Nixon
a
and
Dean's
stammered
shocked,"
only part of their terms, John Judge John J. Sirica, who remonths of a 6-18 for reductions in their senW. Dean III, Jeb Stuart. Magr- duced their terms to "time wife, Maureen, at their home in served six
tences.
month
term,
.
"Mother
Calif.
Hills,
Beverly
uder and Herbert W. Kalmbach served."
Magruder's wife, Gail,
three had prorniaed coopbegan today what Dean's wife- A spokesman for the Water- called.and sainohn's free,
learned about his Fel-Ase
special-prosethe
eration
with
just
exI'm
so
free!'
John's
called "living again."
gate special prosecutor's office
The final rites for Thomas__
neighbor, who rushed tofrom"a her
return for acThe threemen; key figures in said Dean and Kalmbach were cited, I can't wait to start liv- cutor's office in
'ferry of Allen Park, Mich., will
car as she returned from shoppleas.
guilty
their
of
ceptance
ing
again."
Mrs. Sammie ( Effie Mae) the Watergate scandal, headed continuing to cooperate in inFuneral services for Charles
be held Friday at 1:30 p.m. at
Dean and Magruder were the ping.
Dean, Kalmbach and MagrFarris of 1205 Peggy Ann Drive home - Dean and Kalmbach to vestigations, but that Magrthe chapel of the J. H. Churchill Edwin Stubblefield are being
"You're kidding me!" she
uder were freed Wednesday first to disclose to prosecutors
funeral Home with Bro. Will T. held today at two p. m, at the died Wednesday at one p. in. at California and Magruder to uder's cooperation was no long.
and cried, and burst into tears.
break-in
the
the
of
genesis
sevfour,
and
six
serving
after
'Winchester and Bro. Garnett chapel of the Max Churchill her home. She was 89 years of
Then she gathered her four
en months, respectively, of bugging of Democratic party
Funeral Home with his brother- age.
Hester officiating.
Watergate children, the oldest 14. and
the
in
headquarters
for
pleas
their
guilty
sentences
The Murray woman was the
facility at
Burial will be in the Friend- in-law, Bro. Glynn Coltharp of
to felonies in the Watergate complex of offices and apart- drove to a federal
Ship Cemetery. Friends may Independence, Mo., and Bro. wife of Sammie Farris who died
Ft. Holabird, Md., where MagrHouse
White
as
well
as
ments,
scandal.
Hollis Miller of Murray of- in 1952 and was a member of the
call at the funeral home.
Kalmbach were
Dean and Magruder had ad- efforts to hide high-level in- uder, Dean and
former New Hope United
Mr. Terry, age.- 77, died ficiating.
held to be near Washington
volvement.
obof
each
one
to
count
mitted
Born
Church.
Serving as active pallbearers Methodist
Tuesday at 4..30 a.m, at the
meeting following the regular structing justice and Kalinbach
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP! - A
Than became Nixon's chief during the cover-up trial, arid
February 25, 1885, in Trigg
Highland Park Convalescent
picked up her husband.
city council would be violating Oct. 7 meeting of the Vine to violating the Federal Corrupt accuser.
of
County, she was the daughter
Home. Allen Park, Mich.
''Thank God, I'm free!'•
the Kentucky open meetings Grove, Ky., city council.
prosecution
were
three
All
a
to
as
well
as
Act,
Practices
Mary
the late Lee Skinner and
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Pate had had written saying misdemeanor charge of promis- witnesses during the Watergate Magruder exclaimed as he left.
law by going into a closed sesRobbins Skinner.
Gracie Phelps Perry, and one
sion to hear a complaint from a that "a regular city council ing an ambassadorship in re- cover-up trial, which convicted "I have no plans. I didn't expect
Mrs. Farris is survived by
daughter, Mrs. F. R. Wells,
citizen, the attorney general's meeting was being conducted in turn for a campaign contribu- Nixon aides H.R. Haldeman to be out by now."
Mary
Mrs.
two daughters,
Allen Park, Mich.; three sons,
Kalmbach was at his lawwhich an individual stood up tion.
office has ruled.
and John D. Ehrlichman, forTurner and Mrs. Louise Styles,
James Marlin, Marvin, and
The opinion by Carl Miller, and stated that he wanted to
John N. Mit- yer's office in Washington, in
Gen.
Atty.
mer
House
White
former
35,
Dean,
Drive,
Ann
both of 1205 Peggy
Donald Dean Terry, all of
an agqistant attorney general, _bring business before the coun- counsel, begamserving a 1-year chell and campaign official the custody of a federal marMurray; two sons, Wilburn
Detroit. MiCh,; one brother,
was in response to a query cil.
term on Sept. 3, Magruder, 39, Robert C. Mardian of helping in shal, when his release was anStreet,
Main
1606
Farris,
Howard Terry, Ohio; eighteen
-The mayor replied that this deputy director of former Pres- the cover-up.
nounced.
from James L. Pate, attorney
Fox
Farris,
Hugh
and
Murray,
grandchildren; twelve great
-He was astounded," said the
for The News Enterprise, a Eli- was a personal complaint on an ident Richard M. Nixon's reThe four are awaiting sentwo
Murray;
Meadows,
grandchildren.
lawyer, Charles A. McNelis.
zabethtown daily newspaper. individual and that he would election campaign, enteied tencing.
brothers, Ish Skinner, Florida,
take this up later.
The newspaper's question
A fifth defendant, campaign
prison on June 4 to begin a 10
Sirica gave no reason for orand Dick Skinner, North Sixth
"Upon completion of the nionths-to-four year term.
;is prompted by a closed
lawyer Kenneth W. Parkinson, dering the release.
Street, Murray; two grandmeeting, the mayor and city
children; eight great grandcouncil adjourned to another
children.
room for a brief meeting with
The funeral will be held
the individual regarding the
Friday at 10:30 a. in. at the
personal complaint. The news
Prices of stocks of local inchapel of the J. H. Churchill
media was excruded from this terest at noon today furnished to
Funeral Home with Rev
Fred T. Maddox.- father of
the Ledger & Times by L M.
Richard Walker officiating and
Five evening courses have Nichols in Room S101 of the
Pate asked whether this was Simon Co. are as follows:
Mrs. Hunter Hancock of
Charles E. Stubblefield
the song service by Gus
been scheduled during the Applied Science Building.
a violation of the law.
Murray, died Wednesday at
are his nephews _and as Robertson, Jr.
11% unc spring semester by Industry & Principles of identification,
Miller replied that the 1974 Airco
5:10 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
45
Interment will be in the
honorary pallbearers are
Technology at Murray State avoidance and prevention of
open meetings law allows 11. Amer. Motors
Paducah.
1V2 unc University.
members of the Boilermakers Murray City Cemetery. Friends
hazards in industrial establishtypes of meetings to be held in Ashland Oil
The deceased was 91 years of
Union of St. Louis, Mo. Burial may call at the funeral home.
_
The scheduleof classes_is as ments,_ and control and
-_A. T. &T.
-closed session but--a complaint
age-and was a-resident of 2154
will follow in the Highland Park
recording of accidents-will-be
11% unc follows:
The funeral for Aubrey from a private citizen to a city Boise Cascade
East Farthing Street, Mayfield.
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Tuesday - IED 331-2, Welding, taught.
Rutland of Almo is being held council was not included in Fairchild Camera
t Mr. Maddox is survived by his
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WAEHINGTON All — Offi- traffic jam ten miles long will
cials are showing increasing have blocked all peripheral
concern over how visitors dur- roadways ...
rig the bicentennial year 1976
"Thus the summer of '76 will
will get to the site of many of pass with confusion rampant
Washington's major attractions. and shattered nerves galore.
The National Capital Park Perhaps it's only a nightmare.
Service announced Tuesday I wonder."
that it will go ahead at once
Undersecretary of the Interiwith plans for freeparking at or Nathaniel P. Reed and DiRobert F. Kennedy Stadium, rector Jack Fish of the Park
some 20 city blocks east of the Service defended Tuesday the
Capitol, with shuttle bus serv- decision to eliminate half the
parking space on the Mall.
ice to the national Mall.
This will coincide with the "We're never going to solve the
elimination of 600 parking parking situation in this city
spaces,on the Mall, which runs with or without the 600 spaces
between the 'Capitol and the on the Mall," Reed said. "They
Lincoln Memorial. The Mall is would be hopelessly inadequate
of to handle the more than 20 milmany
of
the site
atmajor
Washington's
tractions, including several
Smithsonian Institution
buildings, the National Gallery
of Art and the Washington
WASHINGTON I AP) — JusMonument.
tice Department lawyers bemillion
$3.5
a
This is part of
lieve they have eliminated
project to make the Mall a pe- schemes by gasoline dealers for
parkland,
destrian-oriented
violating federal price reguwith all autos banned by 1976.
lations.
Washington normally enterBut if. another fuel shortage
tains 16 million visitors a year, develops, the lawyers fear a
and an additional 9 million are new wave of illegal overexpected in 1976 — "super- charges, tie-in sales and other
imposed upon transit, parking violations.
and lodging facilities that are
"If the shortage develops
already inadequate," Smithso- again, this will start up again,
nian Secretary S. Dillon Ripley people being what they are,"
at has sal&
saict Stanley Rose, chief-of the
Ripley favors the conversion department's economic litigaof the Mall, but has advocated tion section.
In an interview, Rose and
alternate parking in open areas
nearer to it than the stadium. staff lawyer Allen Hausman
He wrote in the current issue of discussed results of scores of
civil and criminal cases filed
the magazine Smithsonian:
"A year hence I can visualize during last year's shortage.
The department brought 98
the doors of Smithsonian buildings swinging open on a July civil suits accusing gas station
day with no one coming in. operators of overcharging their
Way off in the distance a solid customers either directly or

False Arrests

lion visitors."
Reed and Fish said the
shuttle bus service will be
monitored closely during 1975,
the term of the contract, to see
whether it is the solution to the
parking woes of tourists. Other
fringe parking areas are under
consideration, including one at
the Pentagon.
Shuttle buses will be free to
those who buy tickets on
Tourmobiles, which now circle
the Mall area between the
Capitol and Arlington National
Cemetery. A $2.50 daily ticket
allows the purchaser to get on
and off three buses at any of 11
spots as often as he wishes.

By The Associated Pr..,
BOSTON (AP) - S •
who claim false arrest are
creating problems for merchants,.0 legislative committee
-•
bas been
"There are a few professionals who are baiting people
for false arrest," Joseph Fernandes, board chairman of a
chain of 42 supermarkets, told
Massachusetts' special legislative Commission on Shoplifting
Tuesday.
"What they do is take the
stuff and dispose of it and then
you pick them up and they're
clean and they say, 'I'll settle
for $200.' If they do that every
day they're making a pretty
good living."
Fernandes, a member of the
commission, said his stores
pick up 75 to 100 shoplifters a
week,some of them very young
children stealing candy.

Gasoline Dealers Fined For Violations

may be
S or as
:lording
man.
vening
1 8 a.m.
iary 11,
t Union

through such tactics as requiring them to buy tires or other
equipment as a condition for
purchasing gasoline.
About 40 cases still are pending, but the department has
won all • the others, the attorneys said.
Fines as high as $5,000 have
been imposed in 34 cases, they
said. In all of the settled cases,
the dealers have been required
to make restitution to customers, they added.
That meatis that a dealer
who has overcharged customers by a total of $10,000, for example, was required to lower
his prices enough to return 610,000 to his customers. The
courts have not attempted to
require dealers to return money to the same consumers who
were victimized.
Even without a fine, the restitution requirement "takes away

the incentive to overcharge,"
because it forces the violator to
give up ill-gotten gains, Hausman said.
Both men said the department has received few complaints of illegal overcharges
since the shortage subsided last
spring.
Rose noted, however, that the
same regulations still apply
and that dealers who violate
them remain subject to civil
and criminal charges.
The rules provide that retail
dealers may charge gasoline
prices no higher than they were
charging on May 15, 1973, plus
three cents a gallon and adjustments to compensate for their
own increase in expenses.

The most accurate and complicated clock in the world is
the Olsen clock, installed in the
Copenhagen Town Hall, Denmark.
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ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ad& classified
regular
and
display
display, must be submit
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4'
p.m.- the Cliir before...publication.

UP FOR GRABS — Weigher Australia Thomas displays a gold
brick of approximately 28 pounds at the U. S. Assay office in
New York City. The gold on display in the room represents
over half of the two million ounces put on the auctioning
block by the federal government in an effort to prevent
foreign gold from pouring into the United States. Guard
Charles A. Sacco looks on at left.(AP Wirephoto)

Tease & Please him Shop
alveria hider 21 - Phew 7531757
Special Permanents 19.95
Touch Up Bleaching 14.95

_ _litr-Blark well picked actress
Elizabeth Taylor as the worst of
the worst dressed in the 15 years
he has been making his
selections public.
"There's just too many yards
of flesh with too few inches of
fabric," he said of Miss Taylor.
On the designer's top 10 of the
worst dressed were Miss
Reddy; Princess Elizabeth of
Yugoslavia, fiancee of actor
Richard Burton; Fanne Foxe,
stripper friend of Rep. Wilbur
Mills; Rep. Bella Abzug' D-N.
Y., described as dressing for the
1940s: Cher Bono, who Mr.
Blackwell said looks like a
"Hawaiian bar mitzvah";
__singer Rharo„ described as
with
Miranda
"Rarmen
cleavage"; the Pointer sisters;
Raquel Welch; Karen Valentine, and Sonia Rykiel, the first Sell Musical Instruments
fashion designer to make the
Fast With A
list.
Mr. Blackwell's best dressed
WANT AD
flat includes actresses Ann
Margret, Faye Dunaway and
Natalie Wood; Rose Kennedy: 3. Card Of Thanks
Princess Grace of Monaco, and
Mrs. Ronald Reagan. wife of the WE SINCERELY wish to exformer California governor.
press our deep thanks and
appreciation to Rev. R. J.
Burpoe for his comforting
Kenneth D. Hopkins has
To Challenge Ruling
words; the faithful and
been promoted to technical
prayerful concern of our many
sales service specialist for
SEATTLE, Wash. AP) —
friends and relatives; for
Agricultural Two state agencies plan to go every expression of kindness
Ciba-Geigy's
Division.
into court to challenge a feder- and sympathy, shown us
His new duties will involve al judge's ruling allowing 19 In- during our bereavement in the
assuming responsibility for dian tribes in Western Washing- loss of our husband and father,
performance data collected ton to harvest up to 50 per cent
H. W. Hatcher. May God
from various field problems. of the state's commercial salmrichly bless each and every
Previously he was a field sales on catch.
one of you.
Mrs. Hatcher and children
representative in the East cenThe state departments of
tral Region.
Game and Fisheries prepared
Hopkins was reared on a to challenge the decision by 5 Lost And Found
farm in Western Kentucky and U.S. District Court Judge
received his BS. in vocational George H. Boldt before the 9th FOUND — GOLD charm
bracelet. Found in bank lobby.
agriculture from Murray State U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
May be claimed by identifying
University. Prior to joining
The judge said the wording of charms. Call 753-1893.
Ciba-Geigy in 1970, he
Indian treaties signed in 1854
worked with U. S. Agricultural
and 1855 implied Indians and
Chemicals as a sales non-Indians should get an equal 6. Help Wanted
representative.
share of the fish harvest.
Hopkins will be relocating
TWO PLUMBERS, one for
maintenance house calls, one
Non-Indian gillnetters comto Greensboro from Farfor new work. Bert Gee
mington, with his wife, the plained when Boldt directed the
Plumbing, Route 4, Murray.
former Linda Paschall of state Department of Fisheries
753-3008.
Murray, and their son, Brian to cut back the fishing seasons
Terry and daughter, Deborah to assure Indians of obtaining
half of the harvest.
Dawn,
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1 Girl's name
5 Couple
9 Surgical
threads
11 Substance
13 Symbol for
tantalum
14 Lure
16 Hebrew lathe
17 In music
high
19 Sows
20 Ocean
21 Insects
21 Greek eller
24 Heavenly
body
25 Hinder .
27 Roadside
hotel
29 Deface
30 Tiny
31 Leased
'13 Listened to
35 Sheet of
plass
36 Devoured
38 Encounter

41 Regions
43

141.11, et

Sccrtland
44 Symbol tor
silver
45. Mrsed
47 Parent 1001 lop I
40 Slumbers
50 Breathes
loudly rn

steep
52

Fmishes
53 Pp
DOWN
1 Closed
securely
2 Near
3 Brown k...
4 Emmet'

5 Moccasms
6 UM of
Siamese currency
7 Pronoun
13 Amend
.
9 PIOIC•
10 Beef animal
1 Title of
respect
12 Hind part
15 Soak
18 Abounding
20 Guided
22 Look tiredly
24 Vapor
26 Before
28 Be in debt
31 Wrangle
32 Challenges
33 Chiefs
34 More WOfound
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35 Edible
37 Number
39 Afternoon
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Europe
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45 Article of furniture
46 Female deer
49 Printer $
measure
51 Sun QM
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insurance
P1.753-3263

If you're a
good driver,
I can - -probably
save you
money on car
insurance.

II

Apply in Person
after 4:00 p m

The sooner you call,
the sooner you save

Rossi, Ross
210 E. Main
75

Phone 753-0489

14. Want To Buy
WANTED — USED guitar ,ir
banjo. Call 753-6863.
OLD MODEL train and
equipment. Call 753-6855.
WANT TO buy rounded top
trunk. Old or New. Good
Condition. Call 527-8273.
FOLD DOWN Camper trailer,
sleeping capacity of 4 Of 6
persons. Call 767-2753,

15. Articles For Sale
1914 135 MASSEY Ferguson
with 8 hours. Bought New in
June. Phone 489-2425.
PRECUT, pictured frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.
W CARPETS look dull and
dreary remove spots as they
appear with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer, $1.00. Big
K, Bel-Air Shopping Center.

Need more land? Outstanding
50 acre farm with 45 good
tendable acres. Close to town.
Has ponds, completely feared,
good stock barn. Beautiful 3
bedroom brick home with 1,,
baths, central heat and air,
Comfortable
fireplace.
retirement home or serious
farming. Call for details.
2', acre commercial plot in
town. Big enough for
warehouse, or any business
venture. Look it over and
made an offer.
165' x 170' Commercial lot MI
excellent location for office
building or small business.
Ideal home for large family.
Could also rent private
apartment for additional
income or might be used for
offices. Has great potential.
Priced right!!

Just Listed — at 1300 Kirkwood is a beautiful brick 3
bedroom home. Save on fuel
bills with the nice fireplace in
COOK NEEDED at—Alptie • den for relaxed comfort. A
Gamma Rho fraternity house. lovely place to ell your own.
Required to cook three meals
a day five days a week. Hours Older brick home on Miller. 3
7 a. m. p. m. If interested. bedrooms, enclosed sunporch,
big upstairs room excellent
Call 753-2943 soon as possible.
for the kids. Needs do-itiiurselfer. Let us show you
THIS AREA now available rot
sales- are service of Electrolux. For full details write or
Donald R.
apply, III South 61 Ii SI
Paducah, Ky, Phone 443-6460.
Tucker Realtors

Tom's Pizza
Hwy 647 N

NEEDED — SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products. Call 753e'

502 Mopis

none 753-4342

Big Antique Auction
641 Auction House
Paris, Tenn.

it

1..4 In- l4•4

.414. SySeest.. 1w.

veer

Tune In To
Extra Cash!

LOS-ANGELES-(AP}
-,SLOg,
er Helen Reddy heads the list
of 10 worst dressed women of
1974.
Mr. Blackwell, the designer
who has been making the selectians.annually for 45 yeankalso
unveiled Tuesday his list of the
10 best dressed women of the
year.
"When I think someone,looks
rotten, it doesn't mean they
don't have a good soul or that
they aren't great entertainers,"
the designer said of his choice
of Miss Reddy for the dubious
distinction.

Crossword Puzzler

.k 'X

mlin

DON'T KNOW where to turn?
Try NEEDL1NE. Dial NEED
753-6333r:-

Waitress
Wanted

.WALKER .1( FR5T
NAME? A DvRESS 7
POSIT ION ?

oupe

12. Insurance

2 Nottce

Helen Reddy Heads
'Worst Dressed' List_

404\ti

ass

of

-Thlear■MrsizithE-1=itswarliiir. _
4110
,174CICYAW411
0,1114
1

Shoplifters Claim

Officink emprarnod Over
How Bicentennial Visitors
Will Get To Many Attraction

Friday, Jan. 10-6:30 p.m.
Shorty McBride, Auctioneer No. 247

-
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16 Home Furnishings
ANTIQUES - ONE oak dining
table, one Duncan Phyfe dros_
leaf dining table, one Oak
chest, one rocker, one ocbe
to
chair
casional
upholstered, several straight
chairs, all have been stripped.
Also one refinished chest. Call
7534378.

16. Home Furnishings
GOLD

WANTADS

actibit

e

f/

MEDITERRANEAN
old 7'534393'

16. Home Furnishings

24. Miscellaneous

NEW COUCH and chair. Call

OAK FIREWOOD. $12.50 per
rick delivered. Call 436-2315.

41

SOS

-t13uelt,--1 rnclithe

26 TV Radio
WOOD OFFICE desk, $35. 713
Elm Street. Call 753-8249

17. Vacuum Cleaners
EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95.
Saving on $60. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
& Service, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.

COUCH,$25. Refrigerator. $30.
Call 753-0359. "

Close Out Sale
All Stock
1/
3 Off Wallpaper

TWO TV's one 25" color
Motorola, $100. One black and
white portable, $50. Call 7530850

19. Farm Equipment

H

FRONT END loader Freemond
for ia Ford or Massey
Ferguson tractor. Phone 4355505.

e
ughes Paint Stor
Phone 753-3642

KENTUCKY Lake, ope
54 x 10 custom built trailer
with large lot, 100 x 600 ft.
$4200. Terms if needed.' Call
436-2427.

USED TRAILERS, 10 x 50, good
1 2 H. P SHALLOW Well jet
Air conditioning,
pump. Single stage. New. Call condition.
carpeting, underpinning. Pets
753-0444.
welcome. $2500. 753-2375.

Iiii3X4i:C4COACC:MCCA.:C.C.CCA:COZ5
ROBERTS REALTY is selling out!!! They need your V
.;11k ksting desperately111 Below is an exampia of some
4. sales made rim:Mph ROBERTS REALTY in the last
JOHN DEERE Low Boy trailer..
. four weeks'
4
!
Three axle. 8 x 18. 354-6567.
River Boat Dock; listing price
!a; Cottage di lot located at Blood
$10,500.

i163

TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.

illi House & lot located on South 7th Street; listing price
iiii $2L000.00
House & lot located on North 18th Street; listing price
ilg_ ,$23.500.00

710.
- ;126 acre farm located at Dexter; listing price $40,000.00.

xi
':x3
ilti

20. Sports Equipment

!II;

; FULL SIZE ping pong table
It
;
with play back. Also boy's 26"
bicycle. Both in good conat ROBERTS REALTY
dition. Call 753-5100.
of property to be pur-

1973 12x $5.IMPERIAL Manor,
two bedroom with den. Central
air. Set up on choice lot. Ready
to move in. Assume mortgage.
$90 monthly. Phone 753-9573
after 6 p.
28. Heating &

Cooling

24,000 Erru air-conditioner, five
years old. $100. Phone 753-6615.

ilk 436 acre farm located at Shiloh; listing price 9160,000.00

though sales am good
43
7:11i there is still a good selection
.
;Iii chased through them. Read on and find out more:A
22. Musical
fig about this choice property!!!
EVell

29. Mobile Home Rentals

TWO AND THREE bedroom
trailers. 460 and $75. Electric
heat. Water furnished. 753-2586
after 5 p. in.

THREE SISTERS need rental
home near Murray State right
model
THREE RECENT
away. Call collect after 7 min.
mobile homes, all electric, 12
502-451-5726.
wides. One 3 bedroom and two
2 bedrooms. Call 767-4055.
32. Apartments For Rent

0

THREE ROOM furrilshed
apartment. Call 753-4598 after
5 p. in.

ZENITH 23" screen black and
white television, used, console
model with stand, reasonably
priced. 767-4055.
27. Mobile Home Sales

29. Mobile Home Rentals
ON WATERFRONT lot, 60 x 12
trailer. $50 per month. Call
436-2427.

Suits

00

Sport Coats
VO

S2500

s tip

to S /5 OD

Suits & Sport Coats
/
20% 50%
Dress Pants 25%
Casual Pants 30%
Turtle Neck Sweaters \
& Sweater Vests
0
0
30%
400,
Dress Shirts
S200
Ties
300/0

30% 50%
Coats
Shoes 25% 30%°"/

4(1101Irge c$11013(
'
t‘\
e Craft House

it

i

40,

pi.

0

LARGE UPSTAIRS furnished
apartment. Two bedroom.
Central heat and air. Couple or
smallfathily. Noy-Jett. Myatt,- entrance. $110. Call 753-1203 or
753-1790.
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WHOLESALE DISTRI
F.1
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E
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'All locations secured
*Expansion opportunity
'Minimum investment only 5495 00-

E
w
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Coll Collect 907-885-48785 to 10:00 p. m. Or i
ok i
write: MIRACLE PRODUCTIONS Clearbro
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50%

Real Estate
Courses
At Murray
State

in

EF
at

753-7154.

EF1

0

30%

DUPLEX I bedroom, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, 1310
Duguid Drive. Call 753-1262 or

Sanitation Deportniont

15"

Ties

Rent
32. Apartments For

NOTICE
The City of Murray Land Fill wij
resume charges. Effective Jan. 15.

•••••••••••

A
t ic
.
A.' V1,,a the
PIANO _FOR sale. Good con- .10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM, all
r0 A most tempting buy is the three or four bedroom, two full it dition. Call 753-4968.
electric, good neighborhood.'
?IS bath house at 113 North 7th Street. This house has wall-to- /..!..
Call
month_
per
large lot. $70
as
as
Formal
mp
afnire
ino
Ftw
4
'
;
489-2595.
GIBSON AMPLIFIER with
inghousearea sriweedell t
cts
i easv. ilate on
Iais
nice sized
W. reverb, 40 watt, 12 inch
p
c g
4 only $27.50000
I
speaker, under warranty. 10 x 52 TWO BEDROOM. Large
private lot. $65.00 per month.
$200. 753-0703.
doors
storm
rooms,
Six
house
this
with
Not
Price inflated?
Call 489-2204.
and windows, air conditioner, outside storage, structurally.. BALDWIN
and
PIANOS
sound, and only $9,950.00. Located at Hazel, Kentucky and a
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
ONE 12' TWO bedroom trailer.
79€
hanciimans dream!'
Lonardo Piano Company,
Also one 10' two bedroom
;11g
IMMIN1
acorss from Post Office,
Call 753-9867.
-.tort
trailer.
Flitch your wagon to a star and see the house located at 1804 W
- ' Nest to Wolloce
the
Paris, Tennessee, and
Stiem Lane. Central heat and air, carpet,fireplace in family 8 i
*Am.dr
Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Antique
'
baths.
full
two
electric,
and
4 room, complete kitchen. Three bedrooms
TWO BEDROOM, all
Murray, Ky.
W.Les
than $40,000.00,
water furnished, couple or two
1
•
4
boys. Call 753-0957.
and
repair
i High Vita hilltop, overlooking Kentucky Lake is this beautiful 54 PIANO TUNING,
1
rebuilding, prompt service.
0., four level house. Located on two lots with 200 feet of main 4
11
Mobile
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben NEW TWO bedroom
Mr take water front. Start planning now to spend the rest of your W
home, carpet, all electric
Dycr 753-8911
life in this dream come true!
Water furnished, $50.00
is having a "Going out of Business "Sale.
deposit. $125.00 per month
Waiting for a bargain? Then wait no longer! The bargain II 24. Miscellaneous
Phone 753-2377 or 753-8921.
can be found for $13,800 at 307 North 7th Street. Older, nine
Yarn, Decoupage, supplies, and gifts.
room home, in excellent condition. Two fullbath-s, carpet,
USED LUMBER and brick for FOX MEADOWS and Coach
fireplace and storm doors and windows. Lot 80 x 450 ft.
off
off, some things
Everything
sale at corner of Poplar and
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Or
call
Avenue.
Railroad
Spaces and homes for families
Location - 602 South 12th St., next to
- Just a short walk to all kinds of shopping can be yours with
Nortonville. Ky. 502-676-3322.
only. Small Parks, Superior
the purchase of the home at 519 South 13th Street. Ex- 4
lc
outside
as
exclusive
well
Peoples Bank, drive-in branch.
accomodations,
ceptionally neat and clean. Carport as
36- BASEBOARD electric
residential area. South 16th
storage.
speed
three
heater, 120 volt,
Street. Phone 753.3855.
With fan, like new. Also black
▪I A family venture could be this small business with expanding
A
:
vinyl swivel rocker, very good
possibilities. Business, stock and fixtures can be yours for :W
very
Both
condition.
i
only $16,000.00.
reasonable. Call 753-8553.
AP:
7407
Two lots in Highland Oaks Subdivision, each 100 x 200, can be !Ilk
grow.
:7.1ri yours for building that dream house. Priced together for only 4 MAKE YOUR garden
of
consisting
Compost
$3,500.00 or owner would sell seperately.
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
Money conscious? Then see the cottage at the out-skirts of II
Murray for only $9,500.00 Carpet throughout and drapes.
4 lumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
7ig. at old Murray Sawmill. One
; mile et
as on 94. 753-4147.
Today's buy is tomorrows security with this house and large 8,..
s lot, located on Benton Road. Extra large family room with
.4;
fireplace, storm doors and windows. A real buy at $16,500
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Free
delivery within 24 hours. Call
.....,
three
this
buy
will
$4,250.00
iII;Why pay rent when only
753-5410.
includes
Price
home.
mobile
bath
one-half
x:, bedroom, one and
:40 furniture, underpinning and air conditioner. A perfect home illi ANTIQUES - OAK commode,
ill; carved oak chair, cherry
s4 for the student or would make good rental property.
44
round back parlor chair,
Opportunity is knocking when you investigate the four apart- s 8
Aladdin lamp, very small
ment house at the corner of Broach and Miller. All four apart- M
•
dreSser iamp, Gone With the
and with just a little work the basement ili
rented
now
ments
•:
Wind lamp, very nice trunk,
4would be rentable. Furniture included at the price of only 4
stone crocks, etc. 489-2613.
125,000.00.
41;
'4V
6. 4
1
STATE REAL
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY in cooperation with the KENTUCKY
brick r. HEAVY DUTY squirrel cage
4 The low price will surprise you on the two bedroom
7419
.
courses at MURRAY STATE in the SPRING 1975
three
offer
N
will
ESTATE
COMMISSIO
Also
used
shop exhaust fan.
410
located at 309 Woodlawn. Storm doors and windows, carpet 0,04
SEMESTER.
refrigerator, 489-3613.
Wand air conditioning. Less than $20,000.00.

4111

31. Want To Rent

29. Mobile, Home Rentals

MEM

.i

•

24,000 BTU gai heater; 30"
s s Like freedom from the city? Let us show you the 80 acres nor
hood;
range
avacado
• th of Murray. Small shell home and marketable timber.
Reduced to $26,000.00. Owner would listen to reasonable bid. ti aluminum storm door, 36 x-80.
753-3202
Believe it or not, summer is just around the Corner and outdoor living will be the thing. ROBERTS REALTY is your
KILLER HOGS for your deep
*lake lot headquarters with water front lots ranging from five U freeze Corn fed Hampshires
Av. acres. Buy a lake lot today and be ready to spend the summer in
'041 753-1348 or 753-9390.
s -8 relaxing.
Alt
SEVEN CORDS of firewood.
1 1"L 69tiPlf if/10.1 get toyed at
1"
0.-."29.P.=1110-a• "PP .
la
bre
iareiiiiAr
ROBERTS REALTY WNERE five 'malt
Pine fence posts. Call 436-5411.
it 11.4
te assist yes. Give flown a call today!!! We're members
eonyour
spit
FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
4 multiple listing and make appointments to
:t14 all, on carpets cleaned with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer, $1.00. Western
1114. Auto, home of "Wishing Well
;10 GtSop
0!
153-5853 :14it
Nay Robins
OAK FIREWOOD. $12.50
753-3921
4: Hoyt Roberts
T. C. Collie 753-5122
delivered. Call 7534594 or 75315340116
Lela R. Parker
9328.
•
753-2477
Anna flequarth
1,2

4

Mornings beginning
BASIC REAL ESTATE-Fin. 132 will be offered on Tuesday Si Thursday
registration at the
at 8:00 a.m. The registration for this class will be held during the regular
covers the materials
University. Thls course in the beginning course in Real Estate &
. Students
necessary to prepare the student to take the Ky. State Real estate Examination
will also earn three hours of credit from M.S.U.

V48.6j6,
R"r1SSTME FiN/1-;4,, t
30 flour
1975. This course is a three hour credit course and it will also suffice for the
different aspects of
requirement of the Ky. Real Estate C,ornmission. It will deal with the
regular University
financing real estate. Students may register for this course at the
registration or on the first night of classes.

itE

..

414 S. 12th

Pfione 753-1651

FIREWOOD FOR sale. We
delivtr. $12.00 per rick: Call
753-6555

January
REAL ESTATE filAREETING-Fin. 134 will be offered beginning on Tuesday Night
of the CAIMMIssion
will also suffice for the 30 flour requirement
14-iliftaillikIn. This
real
and will carry three (n•rirt hours fromthe University. It deaLs with the mar-Refill of
at
estate and the operation Ja real estate business. Students may register for this course
the regular University rev istration or the first night of classes.
The two night classes will !)e held in Room 104 of the School of Business Building M.S.U.

ANN

_
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Another View

32. Apartments For Rent 34 Houses For Rent

rbage
1310
262 or

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT
at 1603 College Farm Road.
Call 492-8225.

47. Motorcycles

1973 SUZUKI, RV-125. Good
condition. Call 489-8704, S.
Hazel, after 4:30p. m.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
near university. Call 753-7575 TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON
2'.'g acres in Cherry Corner
vicinity. Call 753-4109.
NEW TWO bedroom duplex,
carpet throughout. Stove and
furnished. TWO BEDROOM, wired for
refrigerator
Available now. 753-8500.
washer and dryer, gas heat,
prefer middle aged couple. No
pets. 753-3408.
ONE BEDROOM apartment,
near campus, central heat and
air, utilities paid. $110. 7532699.

a
3
X

Or
-ooK =

INIMMHIS

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT,
suitable for one person. Phone
753-2836 after 5 p. m.
TWO FEMALE full blooded
Poodle puppies, 753-7993.
DUPLEX, two bedroom, carKENNELS.
pet, stove and refrigerator, PARADISE
large closets. 753-3312 or 753- Boarding and grooming. Pick
.up and delivery service now
8096.
available. Call 753-41
ONE BEDROOM efficiency
Supplies
apartment, $75 monthly. 753- 38. Pets
9842.
TEN GALLON aquarium with
duplex
TWO BEDROOM
all accessories. $15.00. Call
753-7850.
Call
apartment.
753-0030.

on
s by
has

Rd.

ame
and.

have
walloom,

, nice
yard,
t and
!rive.

'EXTRA NICE two bedroom
duplex. Carpeted, all kitchen
furnished.
appliances
Available irnmeidately. Call
753-3242 or 753-6990 after 5 p.
m.
MURRAY MANOR - all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.

LC

duplex
TWO BEDROOM
apartment. Call 753-7850.

We're Overstocked
on Dachshunds
off

air,
side
y fur0.00
Elec2 car
30.00

Has 5
dishdition
n.

33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS
REASONABLE
.Sharing large country home,
seven miles out. Connie 7534147 or 435-2510.

Reg '15'-Now $4999

Pet World
121 Bypass

Storewide Sale
30% 50%

nd on
I x 18

en
The Store for Men

lroom
i, ear1 ap-

Auction Sale
t Has
-apes

with
amity
Or 81)-

hurch
a big

5 and
,ectric
poten-

Sat. Jan. 11, 10:00 a.m.
Old Lynn Grove School Gym for your comfort.
This is an old estate sale loaded with nice furniture, glass,
china and antique items, nice bedroom and living room suite,
occasional table and odd chairs,lamps and small appliances,
Wilson linens, lots of glass and cooking utensils, nice round
maple dining table and chairs, antique round oak table, oak
ice box, walnut press and cabinet, glass door pie safe, high
back oak beds and dresser, fancy old rockers and trunks,
wall telephone, coffee mill, Alladin and kerosene lamps, tea
kettle, bean pot, wash kettle, almost new pony saddle and
bridle, old board as. jars and jugs.
Too many good items to list and itemize separately.
For information call...

Chester And Miller Auction Service
Phone 435-4128 or 435-4144

siding
A real

COUNT
DIS
Catpe..t CLetteit-

st past

.Home and Office
eChurch Discounts
.Free estimate
West Drying

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coachman, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers, 's
mile east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.

USED HEADERS, traction
bars, manifolds and carburetors, trailer hitches, and
mufflers. Murray Muffler
Service, 201 South 7th St.

Call 489-2122

-Carpet Master
WILL DO babysitting. Experienced. Have references.
Call 435-4583.

51. Services Offered

WILL DO babysitting in illy
home Phone 753-7316.
ELECTROLUX SALES di
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
BOX 213 Murray or call 1-382.2468, Farmington. •
SMALL DOZER Jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. m.
septic
BACKHOE WORK,
systems, sand and gravel,
T.
John
limestone and fill.
Baker and Sons, 220 South 1:th
Street, Murray. Phone 7536250.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home. Call 753-0626.

HAULING,
GRAVEL
driveways, storage sheds, ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
V
V
4/
49. Used Cars & Trucks
small cabins, concrete work,
"WHEN "THE PRESIDENT WA9 SKIN&
B Asphalt
shop old ice plant). Complete
general contracting. Call 436-remodeling and repairs,
DOWN "THESE 51.0PE4) I WONDER IF
Paving
5330.
-Cabinets, paneling., doors,
1973 GRAND PgIX. White with
HE VVA5 CHEW1Nt) GUM? 44 *Driveways
finish carwork,
formica
tape
factory
inside,
burendy
..
•PorkIng Areas
player, sun roof all extras, TREES etfrinl"PPL-eaft- -pentry, contracting. Phone
753-1442,
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
excellent condition. Phone 753*Machine Laid
Flit
Sale
Lots
44.
38. Pets - Supplies
0530.
20 Years Experience
WILL DO furniture stripping, EXPERIENCED
PAINTER
homestead stripping, and
will do interior or exterior
Free Estimate
1961 CHEVROLET two door
refinishing. Call 753-8470 or
LOT 100 x 300.
RESIDENTIAL
air.
work by the hour or job. 435and
power
all
hardtop,
1-241-6133
TWO CHINESE Pugs for sale.
_
lellilale
4.1,07._
ra-is12._1410._G
out on 661 South-__eatt153
o
owl « 1606,
Or will trade 167 Dahsunct:
$2500. Call 753-7867.
1.6
111
489-2595.
bath, quarry,
TILE
CERAMIC
EXPERIENCED ELEC1966 VOLKSWAGEN.$495. Fast
mirrors. Shower
tops,
marble
TRICIAN needs work. All BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING,
LOT FOR sale in Gatesboro. back, good condition. Phone
enclosures. Years of extypes wiring, also main753-2636.
FEMALE BORDER Collie and
Call 753-8448.
landscaping, gravel hauling
753-8500.
perience.
tenance and repair. All work
two 8 months old male pups.
Myrtl Brenneman. Call 436guaranteed. Call night or day
Will sell two pups or mother 46. Homes For Sale
2540
under 27,000 GUTTERING BY Sears, Sears
V4,
1972
CAPRI
489-2133.
and one pup. Call 437-4365.
seamless gutters installed per
actual miles, Excellent gas
905 DORAN ROAD -Nice brick
your specifications-. Call Larry
mileage. Call 753-5900.
AKC REGISTERED Labrador
home on corner lot offering
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Retriever. Four years old. Has
three bedrooms, two baths, 1966 PLYMOUTH. Alsb 1969
estimate.
AUCTION
had shots. With pedigree, $50.
living
formal dining, 25 x 24
Toyota. May be seen at
Jan. 11 .1000 A. M.
Sot.
Call 753-7645.
heat,
and
room. Central gas
Murray Muffler Service. 201 JERRY'S REFINISHING
New Providence
airelectric
central
Custom Built Furniture, six
South 7th St.
Puppies-Spitz,
Moffitt
641 PET SHOP.
conditioning. Call
miles south of Murray on
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS including dinette set (6
Toy Poodles, Irish Setters.
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597 to 1964 PONTIAC, straight shift,
chairs), refrigerator, 1500 BTU air conditioner, chifferobe,
Birds-Parakeets, Cockteals,
view.
Owner ; 5021 492-8837.
$200. 1965 POntiac, $100 or
bed, couch, chair, bookshelves, chifferobe with antique
Canaries. Siamese Kittens.
highest bids. Good condition
mirror, books, pole lamp,tables, dishes, pots and pans,tools,
three
LOVELY
Gerbils. Fish and supplies. $26,750:
Col. Henry Major, New LICENSED ELECTRICIANsink, lawn mower, bowling ball, and other miscellaneous
753-1862 or 753-9457.
bedroom brick home on extra
Concord.
Prompt, efficient service. No
items,.22 Rifle.
nice landscaped lot, fenced
job too small. Call Ernest
Owner is moving and must sell.
back yard, quick occupancy
753-0605.
White.
three
V-8,
MUSTANG,
1965
43. Real Estate
available. Large living-dining
John Randolph Realty
transmission. Sharp.
speed
room combination plus large
WORK.
CARPENTRY
& Auction Co.
Local ear. Call 436-2198.
CORNER LOT plus two adkitchen with dining area. To
Remodeling, room additions,
1111Sycamore
joining lots at corner of
view call Moffitt Realty. 304
pickup,
any type of home imDATSUN
1974
7534312
Lakeway Shores Drive and
Main, 753-3597
provements. Free estimates.
automatic transmission, 7,000
Ky. 280. Plus 1974 three
436-5840.
753-7645.
miles.
bedroom mobile home. Good
well. Owner is moving out of
For Sale
1965 FORD STATION wagon,
state and Wants to sell. See
power and air, 289 V-8, good
By Owner
John Neubauer or Bob
condition. $275. 753-8124 or 753Rodgers at John C. Neubauer,
One year old "like-new"
9189.
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
three bedroom, 11,2 bath,
Murray, Ky., 502) 753-0101 or
located in the city. Includes
753-7531.
1969 GTO, nice car. Mags, nehw
den, utility room, full
tires, many extras. Must sell
garage, carpeting, central
heat and air, all built-ins.
Call 753-8934.
AT COLDWATER - Almost
The listing just ran out
new large three bedroom, two
house.
owner
has
and
reduced
the
bath, brick veneer
his asking price to $30,900.
Central electric heat and air,
1972 FORD PICKUP, power,
Call 753-6984.
air, automatic, 753-6855.
double garage. Owner leaving
IT'S SO SIMPLE TO USE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
state.
....,._
1964
three
Camelot
Ford Road and
NEW THREE bedroom house 1962 CHEVROLET, $100.
words, find the amount in the proper column tor the number of insertions
the
count
ad.
write
your
lust
753-8830
brick
Phone
bath,
bedroom Pa
Pontiac, $75.
with seeded lawn - ready foi
you like, then mail the coupon in to us, or phone us if it it More convenient Billing will be made at the
after 4:30 p. m.
veneer, central gas heat, _ spring. Concrete driveway and
end of the last insertion and is due and payable on receipt
central electric air conwalk, double garage, two
ditioning, carport. Only
1973 MONTE CARLO, dark
baths, living-dining room
T SIERT tillf AllitHANCE
$29,500.
combination, all 'built-in kit- -brown, tan vinyl roof, power
DAYS
DAYS
DAYS
DAYS
DAYS DAYS
DAYS DAYS DAYS DAYS
At 802 South 17th Street -Sharp
steering and brakes, air, 350,
chen, and large family room
9
10
B
7
6
5
4
3
2
LINES WORDS 1
753call
Sharp!
barrel.
two.
three bedroom, two bath,
with fireplace complete this
9168.
brick veneer. Central gas
5.44
5.08
4.70
lovely home. 753-3903.
4.30
3.88
3.44
290'
2.00 2.50
Wm 14 1.10
3
_
heat, central electric air
7.27
6.76
6.23
5.60
5.11
4.52
3.91
2.63 328
15-11 1.48
4
conditioning, carpeting,
494
US
740
is-n 1.15 3.10 3.90 4.69 5.44 6.11 6.90
-- 5
Sandwich.Piixo-Sendwich-Pinza
Sondwich.Pizze.Sendwice,Pil to
11.12
10.24
9.35
range, disposal, dishwasher
8.45
7.53
543 3.53
3.95 445
23-26 2.25
6
11.43 ;_935 1021 11.15 1202
7.49
6.53
4.55 5.55
and exhaust fan. Owners have
7
27.31 2.40
'
9.13 10.31 12.17 13.39 14.59 15.77
7.15
0
5.05 635
.
A
1
32-36 240
left town. Only 633,900.
9.53 1049 12.23 13.55 14.115 16.13
1.15
5.75 6.75
37-40 2.95
Thank you for letting us have a
9,
We have several desirable .W
.2
4.15 7.30 1-75 11E111 11.59 12.911 14.35 15.70 17.113
4145 3.15
10
lots, some
commercial
vacation.
12.79 14.41 16.15 17.1111 19.43
9.35
1101
6.65 7.60
46-49 3.411
11
waterfront at Lake Barkley on
8
7.10 LOS 10.06 12.02 13.96 1508 17.78 19.66 21.52
50-54 3.70
12
The Yellow Submarine will be open
Highway 68. Check with us
7.48 8.93 10.96 11.01 15.02 17.10 18.96 26.90 2202
13
5541 -11111
today on these premium lots.
Wednesday, January 8 at 5 p.m. and for
11.25 9.44 11.65 13.811 1609 18.21 21145 2240 24.73
14
5943 4.25
Telephone Boyd-Majors Real
Lunch January 9 at 11:00 a.m.
Estate, 105 North 12th st. 753- .2
RATES FOR LONGER RUNS ON REQUEST
fl
8080.
.
•
--•
use less
•
endwich.Pizza
Swedwich.Pitral
nu
Sondwic&-Pfxrw-Sondwich- Piz
lieherlier sleopily piecing es el le the Illessey ledger grimes, ea he.. prhited0i• 1ellennieg fens yen noes
ROBERTS REALTY located ori
awl NMI 101w fon. es* If.. cos b• et sesistence,feel free te col vs in 7$3-1114.
teem
lee
dip
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
, ADDRESS Saturday, January 11, 10 e.m.•Roin or Shine
..
estate experience. Call 753_
Road
121-New
°word
TELEPHONE
Hwy.
Off
We
office.
our
by
or
1651 come
•
Mi wile newt% of J. T. Todd 14•Iew Saes at Alvie Hale Nome
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
TWOS

"Dust Off" Something You Would
Like To Sell...
Then Call 753-1916

F

-

71;41.7..9g-,3z.
mse is
arpet,

'2" sq

Commercial Carpet • 0.
Balan-

sr, s5ss

Shat

lere is

Carpel Cate
Jet Stream Way
.ihrincts tli• Dirt

51 Services Offered

Auction Sale

droom

droom
•ge lot

JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.

50. Campers

48. Automotive Service

;NY

NEAR
APARTMENT
German
FEMALE
AKC
university, two bedroom,
Shepherd, 11 months old. $45.
living room,large kitchen with
Call 753-7883 after 5 p. m
stove, refrigerator, disposal,
utility room and one bath. $1013
monthly. Boyd-Majors Reat
Estate, Call Fred Barber, 7538080 or nights 753-0850.

51. Services Offered

1966 FORD, six cylinder,
automatic, 50,000 -miles,--new tires, 6696 or trade for pickup
of equal value. Call 489-2435.

1971 HUSKIE WARNER 400
with two runner trailer. $450.
753-3007.

38 Pets Supplies

oirrt

TRUCK,1967, FORD F-600 with
new grain bed and hoist.
Excellent mechanically and in
appearance. Call 753-3976.

1973 HONDA SL125. Geared for
trail. Excellent conditon. 4742371 after 4:30 p. m.

ONE BEDROOM furnished
cottage near campus. $100 plus
utilities. Phone 753-0423.

nished

roomiple
Tivate
1203 or

9. Used Cars & Trucks

High Low Sculpture &
Sculpture

44. Lots For Sale

sr,sci„

Lots & Lots Short Roll at a Big Discount
5311 „I

Kitchen Prisit

end FatAion•ft frodblon""Tor:Tc• Infl
PIOFfit11111AL IMKTALLAT101111
SU SAM PUS IN OUR SHOWROOM ON IN YOUR HOME
110 rms. 1.011tCHACC, CALL

753-6660

7724
C TY

500914 4+6.

MURRAY, KY.

yd,

THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.

KENIANA SHORES-Now is
the time to select your lake lol
at 1974 prices. We have large
Its for only $895 and king site
- iota-we'IVA.punters fox $5395.
May be purchased for $10
down and 1 per cent per
month. Central water, all
weather streets and lake
access. Separate mobile home
sections. We will be happy to
show you these lots at your
convenierice. Phone 436-2473.

Mr. & Mrs. Hale are moving to Murray and will sell some
surplus items. Wrought iron table and 4 chairs, 3 mirror
dressing table, cduches & chairs, dresser, nice antique wood
bed steads, other beds and springs, radio cabinet, nice kitchen cabinet, pie safe, 10 doors, original design, gypsy flour
table, real 5135011 coal stove with jacket, jars 1 to 10 gallon,
churniids, muffin rings, spit une crock with animals on side, 1
lb. butter crock, 1858 dated and other antique cans, venous
Rirsn
srasYnnis 6oet5ltrice
welding torch, sheet of copper, 200 brazing rods, paint gun.
cross
cut saws, sledges, wedges,
electric motors, miter &
plains, hole diggers,& many other hand tools, 12x 16 wagon
sheet, shoe last, froe, house jack, underground electric
wiring, wiring & plumbing 100L9, several steel traps, ice
"„Jongs,steel & wood barrels, pot hooks,potato ovens, cow bell,
-horse collar & breast chains, tool boa,2 home cigars,a lot of
- • •••".
•- scy-ay. • •

AD COPY:
1
8

-

2

INSERT WORD IN EACH BLOCK
5
4
3

....111.
,
•ip....

Douglas Shoemaker App, in charge of sale
Phone 753-3375

13

-12 -

'T.4

4411T- *

7
• 14

a
f

•22

24

23

25

27

26

•

•

--

Met Insp....hie fer lecinleses
lets tee Drees fiseilelin

Terry Shoemaker Auction Service

11

10

9

6
. --

NUMBER OF INSERTIONS
AMOUNT DUE ' . ..---

,

n
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DIRECTORS-

mg A Year Of Growth

JOE DICK Chairman
UDELL ERWIN
Farmer
JAMES E.GARRISON
President Ryan Milk Company
HUGH GINGLES
Retired
FOREMAN H.GRAHAM
Retired - - DR.JAMES C. HART
Physician
MAX B. HURT
Retired
JAMES M. LASSITER
Attorney
WELLS OVERBEY
Attorney
I. WELLSPIIRDOM,St
Retired
DR JOHN C QIIRRTERMOUS
Physician
A. W. RUSSELL
Hardware Dealer
AUDREY CSDAMONS,SR.
Retwed
GING LFS WALLIS
Druggist

JOE DICK
President

BANK of MURRAY

A. W.SIMMONS,JR.
Executive Vice President
MAX BEALE
First Vice President

a progressive community adventure

JOE PAT WARD
Vice President Sr Cashier
JAMES THURMOND
Vice President A. R. HATCHER
Vice President

BANK OF MURRAY
Comparative Balance Sheet
December 31,

MARJORIE SHROAT DUNN
Vice President
NEVA GREY ALLBRITTEN
Vice President
HOWARD STEELY
Vice President
ROB GENGLES
Ass't Vice President
G EDRIC PASCHALL
Ass't Vice President
MARY ALICE GARNER
Ass't Vice President
BOB MANNING
Ass't Vice President
THOMAS RUSHING
Met Vice President
MICHAEL SYKES
Ass't Vice President
MARY FRANCES BELL
Ass't Cashier
JO ROBERTS
Ass't Cashier
SUE WELLS
Ass't Cashier

ASSETS
Cash and Due From Banks
Investment Securities:
U. S. Government
Federal Agency
State and Municipal
Federal Funds Sold
Loans and Discounts
Bank Premises and Equipment
Accrued Interest Receivable
Prepaid Items and Other Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES
Demand Deposits
Savings and Time Deposits
Accrued Interest and Tax
Other Liabilities
Unearned Income

EMPLOYEES
MILLER,VICKI
MORGAN,CALTON
MOSS,FRANCES
NESBITT,PATRICIA
NEALE,PATSY
OLAZABAL, VICTOR
PARKS,ISABEL
PASCHAL',JUDY PRITCHETT,BECKY
RUTLEDGE,ERMA— SEWARD,SHIRLEY
SIMS,CAROL
SWIFT,MELODY
WICKER,SUE
WILSON,EVELYN
WISEHART,ANITA
BARNETT,JANE
FEN'TON,ED,JR.
GALLIMORE,ANITA
HENDON,RACHEL
K1TRELL,HELEN
.tY2ftlei1Ue.
Altk
ati
fV
at
MILLER,PATTI
HODGE,LINDA
OLAZABAL, VICTOR .,„JR.
HUNT,LINDA
PARKS,CAROLYN
LATIMER,PATRICIA
PERRY,FRED
DEAN
EMMA
LAWSON,
SMOTHERMAN,JUDY
DENF,CIA
LOVINS,
trous,JANE
MCCORD,DONNA •-TUTT,TALMADGE..
MCGINNIS,MARYLYN
WEST,SADIE NELL
MATHIS,JO
YOUNG,JUNE
MILLER,SHIRLEY

BARNETT,SONDRA
BARROW,ANNE
BARROW,ZANDRA
BILLINGTON,WILMA
BCYD,ONEIDA
BOYD,ROSEMARY
BRANDON,DEBBIE
BRANDON,SUE
BYARS,CAROLYN
COVEY,MARTHA
CUNNINGHAM,PAMELA
CURD,JANE
DALTON,PATRICIA
ENGLAND,JOBETH
FAIN,JEANETTE
FITTS,JUDY
FURGERSON,PHYLLIS
GAMBLE,VINE
GINGLES,JUNE
•
HALE,PATSY
HARGROVE,MARSHA

CAPITAL DEBENTURES
RESERVE FOR LOANS
CAPITAL
Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
_
•

-FTIES, CAPITAL DEBENTURES,
TOTAL LIABit
RE,W3VE AND CAPITAL

1974

1973

$ 3,406,926

$ 3,904,042

10,515,385
2,353,557
4,870,810
500,000
41,907,323
1,174,769
737,457
75,650

8,946,723
3,104,125
3,976,858
1,000,000
37,973,565
896,211
591,696
92,304

$65.541.877

$60 485 524

$17,008,550
41,232,535
697,834
218,329
1,186,875
60,344,123
500,000
584,375

$15,117,079
38,710,855
760,216
164,332
1,029,417
55,781,899
500,000
566,677

740,000
2,000,000
1,373,379
4,113,379

740,000
2,000,000
896,948
3,636,948

$65,541,877

$60,485,524

Bank..of Murray
We
FDIC

